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Fiction Fix

How to Ruin the
Book Fair for All
the Other Kids
by Sarah Scoles

When your mom volunteers to be the head of Millard Fillmore Elementary School’s book fair, ask if there is anything you can do to help. You are
ten. Your mother often says, “You are a hindrance,” since you are always
crowding yourself around her ankles and getting caught, like a cat. But this
time she says she has a job for you.
Take this job. It will get you out of class, and although you love class,
you do not love Steven Pickering, whom Ms. Snipes put next to you after
he threw (yes, with his hand) a spitball at Carla Waters. Ms. Snipes said she
put Steven there so he could “emulate your good example,” but instead he
started depositing the spitballs directly into your ear, resting them in its
folds until you couldn’t hear what Ms. Snipes was saying.
There is only one good thing about this socially unbalanced seating
arrangement: Carla Waters looks at you with pity. She knows how spitballs
feel. She knows how you feel. Think that someday, maybe on a day when
you’re eleven or something, and her omniscient eyes look your way, you’ll be
brave enough to ask if she wants to be friends. For now, just take her pity.
Ask your mom what will comprise your book fair duties.
“Comprise? Aren’t you ten?” she says. “Anyway, you get to be Clifford.
You know, the big, red dog.”
Say, “How? I’m not big or red or, more importantly, a dog.”
“We have this thing,” she says. “It’s called a costume. You zip it up, and
you get to skip class.” She pauses, as if a break will salve the sting of her next
sentence. “I heard about Steven Pickering, so I figured you’d want to do
this.”
Be embarrassed. No one but Carla is supposed to know about Steven
Pickering. Because no one else could possibly understand. Be always sure of
this: No one could possibly understand.
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In having this sentiment, you, at age ten, make a good teenager. You’ll
never be a bad teenager. You will, in fact, never be a bad anything.
For a week, in college, you’ll pretend that you are bad. You’ll lean against
a building when you’re supposed to be in class, and you’ll say, “Hey, Karen,”
to Karen, who knows you’re supposed to be in class, and who is supposed to
think you are Bad with a capital B for leaning against this building instead,
but instead she’ll say, “Was your class canceled?” because she can guess that
in fifth grade when you asked your teacher if you could be excused from
class for the duration of the book fair, your teacher said yes without even
asking why.
You always say yes to the teacher’s questions, even if they are “Should I
give you homework tonight?” and “Do you want to go on a field trip to the
microfiche room?”
To your mother, say, “Yeah, sure, I’ll be Clifford,” and do it. You’ll look
good in fur.
Put in first one leg, then the other. Do not ask your mom to zip up the
back. If you can be Clifford by yourself, then you can be yourself by yourself.

Since you’re ten, you don’t yet know what the verb
phrase “to make out” means. Don’t find out for a
while, since you won’t be doing it anytime soon. You
also don’t yet know that Karen won’t make out with
you, and that when you go to dance with her, the alcohol will suddenly sublimate out of your bloodstream.
Walk into the living room, moving your feet in strange half-circles in
order to avoid stepping on your fur.
Ask your mom if you look good in the costume.
“You’ve never looked better,” she says. Take this as sincerity. Take it as a
compliment.
When you walk into the book fair, remember that, to everyone here,
you are an imposing canine, not the kid who likes microfiche. Feel invincible. Uninhibited. Like you can do anything and be anyone. Be yourself, in
other words, because the only time you can really do that is when everyone
thinks you’re a dog.
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It’s like the first time you’ll get drunk in college, when you will
truly believe that you’re a good dancer and that if you lean against
that apartment wall just right Karen will come make out with you.
Since you’re ten, you don’t yet know what the verb phrase “to
make out” means. Don’t find out for a while, since you won’t be
doing it anytime soon. You also don’t yet know that Karen won’t
make out with you, and that when you go to dance with her, the
alcohol will suddenly sublimate out of your bloodstream. You’ll
feel like the ten-year-old kid who was sure plaid pants were flattering, and you’ll feel Steven Pickering’s spitballs in your ear canal,
and you’ll shake your head and just wave at Karen and then walk
home.
You don’t yet know that when you grow up, you’ll still be the
same as you are now, just taller and with more breasts and with the
knowledge that when people say, “You can be anything you want,”
they’re wrong: You’re always, on the inside, who you were in fifth
grade, no matter how many costumes you put on.
Be glad you don’t know this yet. That way, when each class’s
line leader leads its line into the library, you can high-five the
kindergarteners and also Carla and also everyone but Steven
Pickering.
Let the little kids lead you over to the Clifford books, which
they do as if you are not aware that you are the main character.
Let the older kids try to dance with you. Twirl them around—
swing-style—and then push them toward the shelves stacked with
young adult classics.
When Ms. Snipes brings your class in, she says, “Everyone
stay in the library until the last person has exchanged currency for
goods” (your class is in the middle of a unit on trade).
Consider tripping Steven Pickering. It would be so easy.
Probably no one would suspect that a big, red dog would do this.
It would be so easy to stick out one of your paws and make him
fall, in a way both literal and symbolic. You won’t do this, though.
You’re a good kid.
Watch as your peers read the back covers of books, continuing to clutch ones whose narrators they can identify with. Steven,
predictably, clutches none. He does, though, pick up A Wrinkle in
Time and throw it at Carla. It bounces off her shoulder. She doesn’t
even say “ow.” She’s used to this. At least the books are not slip-
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pery with spit.
He launches three more, scenes and characters and settings and plots
colliding with Carla’s torso and then falling flat. Wish that your mother
would look this way and stop this nonsense. She won’t. The onus is on you.
Steven doesn’t know what an onus is. Let this give you courage.
Using your big, red paw, kick Steven Pickering in the crotch. You’ve seen
this on television. It’s failsafe. When he’s down, two-handed clutching the
zipper of his KidsGap jeans, try to say, “This guy won’t bother you anymore,
Carla.”
But when you are about to make this un-provable statement, Steven
recovers enough to knock a shelf ’s worth of paperbacks on top of you and
Carla. Under pages and pages of commercial fiction, you feel the weight of
all the respectable, heroic main characters, the kinds of people who would
know just what to do right now.
Turn your big, clumsy dog head to Carla. Almost say, “There are other
places that are not like here,” but you are a dog and dogs cannot talk.
Pluck The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe from your thigh and hold it
out to her. Hope she gets the point.
Steven lifts himself up and walks out the library’s double doors, because
he doesn’t believe the things that you do, such as “Obey the teacher’s rules
or you’ll go to jail forever” and “Don’t wander school grounds alone or you’ll
die.”
Now that he’s gone, truly believe that you and Carla are now alone, even
though your classmates are forming a circle of heads above you, staring at
the results of the first peer-on-peer violence this quarter.
Look through Clifford’s mesh eye holes at Carla’s unshielded ones.
Think, “This seems like a special moment. Maybe I should do something
special.”
Pull Carla into your fur so only her head sticks out, as if she’s attached—
a pale orb precarious on a body that doesn’t match.
Realize that Carla has no idea who you are, except that you’re Clifford.
You are creepy.
Your mother appears. “What are you doing to Carla?” she asks. “Just
because someone bullies you doesn’t mean you have to bully other people.”
Say, “I’m helping.”
She says, “Get up. I think this is against the law.”
Wonder if she means dogs can’t embrace children, people in costume
can’t embrace girls, or you can’t embrace Carla.
Your mother looks around at all the books on the floor, the epic saga of
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Redwall spine-open on top of the Babysitters’ Club.
Begin, before you’re asked, to place these tales of daring mice and entrepreneurial girls back where they belong, away from you and your big, stupid,
red, no-longer-law-abiding self that doesn’t deserve to imagine better worlds,
let alone inhabit them for 220 pages.
Carla is getting up to leave, to go back to class, to a place you’re not going. So say something. Anything.
Say, “Remember the Alamo!” because the Alamo is the last thing you
learned about in Social Studies and because you’re not good at speaking in
your own words.
“The Alamo?” she says. “But they all pretty much died.”
Say, “Two of them lived.”
She smiles, because she’s just old enough to understand metaphor, and
she goes to pay for The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, which she’s been
holding all this time.
She turns back to you and says, “I read all these books when I was eight.
In the last one, there’s this battle, and only the good people live.”
Because you, too, are old enough to understand metaphor, smile beneath
Clifford’s stoic snout.
“I always thought Clifford would be taller,” Carla says. “See you in class.”
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Thieves
by Amanda Avutu

It was Tina’s idea to use the dog. We’d found him in the yard of the
house where we were squatting; he was a good boy. The plan was that we’d
walk the dog three times a day to get a feel for the nice neighborhood, the
nice cars, the nice houses, and when the nice ladies were out. I knew she was
serious when she used all her tips from the weekend to get it shampooed and
trimmed at one of those dog boutiques. She even bought it a nice collar and
leash. Of course, it needed a name. I suggested Socrates and Hemingway, on
account of the look of deep thought in its face; Latte on account of its color
and the drink of preference of the women in that neighborhood. Tina told
me I was a goddamned snob and scrawled “Banjo” in black marker on his
tag. I didn’t tell her that Banjo was the sort of name a broke girl who grew
up in a shack of a house in the countryside would name her dog, but she
knew I was thinking it, because a second later, she said, “Fuck it, we’ll call
him Dog. It’s not like anyone’s going to ask,” and she tossed the tag in the
trash. I wondered if she’d bought Dog food, as he whined in the direction of
my half-eaten dumpster burger. I tossed him a piece.
Tina’s theory was that if people saw us and Dog enough, they’d think
we belonged. I didn’t tell Tina that they’d never think we belonged, even if
we walked the dog 16 times a day. She was so happy just to have a plan again.
But it turned out she was right. By the third day, people were smiling at us.
By the fifth, they were leaning in to chat as we scooped up warm dog shit
with a plastic grocery bag. “What’s his name,” a woman asked, as she pulled
her Pug back with a pink and green striped leash. Tina faltered, which she
almost never did, and I offered, “Charlie Brown. He’s a good boy.” Tina patted the dog on his head and smiled at me, which she almost never did. She
was pretty when she smiled.
The only problem was, the nice ladies had complicated schedules, and
it was hard to just eyeball the whole thing. You could tell where they were
going and how long they’d be gone by the things they took with them, and,
sometimes, by how fast they tore out of the house. A general rule of thumb
was, the more attention they paid to their appearance, the longer they’d be
gone. The one exception was the yoga mat—the ones who left, unkempt and
like a bat out of hell with their yoga mats—they were gone a good while. I
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swear there was something different about them when they got back. I mentioned it to Tina once, the way that they seemed somehow calmed, entirely
different, and she joked that the yoga mat was what the “uptight bitches”
rolled out in the backs of their SUVs when they screwed the handyman. I
think Tina was wrong, though. I think that something about that yoga mat,
about those forty-five minutes, stripped the crap away from those women.
They returned raw, alert, and it was then that I almost felt bad for them.
It reminded me of catching a glimpse of my mother through a pie slice
of door—no makeup, no jewelry, no clothes. She was totally alone, and I
swear, by the look on her face, she was on the brink of realizing just how
far she’d gotten away from herself; how she’d fucked it all up. Of course, she
thought that I was the one who had fucked up, with the drugs. And I had,
but only for a little while. I’d come to my senses in less than a year. But they
wouldn’t take me back. Just like that, the whole of them—at her request—
unloved me. So, on any given day when I felt bad for the yoga women, I
could take solace in the fact that soon enough they would shower and layer
on the layers that covered them, and I wouldn’t recognize them at all. That
helped.
Tina got us a little composition pad and we drew a crude map of the
neighborhood with boxes for the houses, assigning a number to each one.
Then, we made notes on another page with the comings and goings. It was
all really impressive. Tina even color-coded things with highlighters she
found behind the elementary school. And it could’ve passed for some smart
architect’s notebook if Tina hadn’t drawn rude caricatures of some of the
women next to their boxes. Tina was weird like that. I mean, she was really
smart. Not just street smart. Even though she’d grown up in a crap house,
under crap circumstances, she was smarter than half the girls I’d gone to
private school with. Smart enough, at least, to stay away from the crystal
meth that had ravaged the pretty face of her friend Ginny, although she did
like to smoke a joint every now and then if one of the dishwasher boys at the
restaurant offered.
Of all those little boxes on the paper and their real life counterparts,
Number 14 fascinated me almost immediately. I really don’t know why. In
retrospect, there’s really nothing different about Number 14. Brick house.
Wide, green lawn. Abundant flowers. Everything just so. Sure, the car was
modest enough. Maybe that’s what had made me take a shine to them—the
thought that all their running around was in an effort to stretch themselves
to fit into the neighborhood. But really, there’s no explanation for what first
drew me to them. I don’t know. I sure don’t believe in God, but it almost
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felt—almost—like something, someone, was gently steering me toward them.
Like someone knew that I needed them, and they needed me.
After two weeks of walking Charlie Brown morning, noon, and night—
of hitting every lemonade stand, with the ridiculous promises of “proceeds”
to be donated to charity—we decided to make a move on the cars. Tina
had her sights set on getting into the houses, which we’d never done, and
frankly that scared the shit out of me. I mean, some of these guys probably
had guns. Most of them had security systems, if the signs on their doors and
front lawns were to be trusted. Many of them had ferocious dogs who would
eat Charlie Brown for breakfast. And teenage sons! Buff “Biff ” types who
could bench lift Tina with one hand. I had zero desire to encounter any of
them on their own turf. No, the cars were just fine with me. Easy in. Easy
out. Low risk. High yield. I told all of this to Tina, which convinced her—for
the time being—to stick with the cars. I didn’t tell her that I was afraid of
what would happen to me if I walked into one of those houses. That I was
terrified that it would feel more like “home” than any place I’d been in the
past three years. I knew better.
Every car was the same—cold, stiff, leather seats. The stench of perfume
over sweat over cigarettes—and, in at least one, over sex. Number 14’s was
different, though. It was the last car of the first batch we hit. Stale crackers,
apple juice, and the faintest trail of perfume. It was almost like the perfume
was under the crackers and juice, if that makes any sense. Like it was being
pushed down by the weight of those other smells. Anyway, the kiddie smells
hit me immediately and brought me back to Jimmy Tiffin’s backyard the year
we were five. So, I was sitting there in Number 14’s car, just breathing. And I
started remembering pumping my legs on the swing set. I was breathing and
remembering the feel of the set swaying forward and backward. And breathing. And remembering me telling Jimmy Tiffin that I was Superman, and that
when I jumped off the swing, the set would fall down because of my super
strength. And breathing. When all of a sudden Tina knocked on the window
with her fingernails and gave me the “What the fuck, you moron!” look. So,
I started going through the car, only I was moving slowly and Tina was fidgeting outside, looking left and right to make sure no one was coming.
It was the sixth car of the night on the same street, and we knew we
were pushing our luck. Coin drawer—nothing but pennies. Center Console—fancy department store makeup, deodorant, first aid kit, gloves. Glove
box—postal tape and owner’s manual. Passenger side door—books about
making a baby sleep. I glanced into the back, noting the two hulking car
seats. Trash. There was a lot of trash for such a nice neighborhood. I was
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almost afraid to stick my hand behind the seats. I’d already gotten my fingers
stuck on a half-eaten lollipop and tipped over a moldy cup of coffee. But I
reached my hand down bravely, in the hopes that maybe the wife had left a
bag—maybe clothes to be returned to the department store.
“Peekaboo, I see you!”
“Shit!”
My fingers felt the shape of a stuffed dog. I fiddled along its back,
switching it off.
“Hurry up, asshole!” Tina hissed from the shrubs.
And then, it all started. The muffled cry of a baby. A bathroom light
turned on. A shadow person shuffling down the stairs. My hand hovered over
the fancy makeup for Tina.
“Are you fucking kidding me?! Come on, come on!”
As I got out of the car, I saw her, Number 14, standing in the window.
With the back of one hand she pushed away the curtain, real gently. With
the other arm, she held the baby, strongly. Her mouth was formed in a
“Shhhh” pucker. I was just standing there, looking up at the window, thinking about how nice it would be to have a gentle arm and a strong arm. How
nice it would be to hear the sound that her mouth was forming. Then Tina
shoved her elbow into my stomach, and we left the driveway of Number
14—arm-in-arm, as we had discussed—like two people so much in love, out
for a walk. For half a block, I let myself think we really were.
The next day, as we walked Charlie Brown, we saw the patrol cars, which
meant that all the fancy women had awoken to find their car doors ajar.
The neighborhood felt different. Tense. Overnight, it had shed its wellmanicured, yet carefree, beauty. I swear, I almost turned to Tina and said, “I
wonder what happened?” which, thankfully, I didn’t. That’s how wrapped up
I’d gotten in this street. I was watching them, totally naked and undone—
feeling the awfulness of it—completely forgetting, just for a minute, that it
was because of us. Because of me.
Tina had already decided before that we would still walk the street for
a few weeks after we hit the cars, so no one would notice the young couple
with the mutt who was there one moment and then not the next. And so I
was able to keep an eye on Number 14 without drawing Tina’s suspicions.
The next morning, we were up and at ‘em, walking Charlie Brown like
it was our job. Which it kind of was. We’d been walking about five minutes
when Charlie Brown stopped in front of Number 14 and started doing his
sniff, lift leg, sniff, thing. I fiddled in my jacket for a plastic bag, hoping I
had two, so I wouldn’t have to feel the warmth of the crap he was about to
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dump. It was strange how routine it had all become. Tina took down her
ponytail, ran her fingers through her hair, then tied it up again tightly. I was
staring, back and forth, between Tina taking down her ponytail and redoing
it and Charlie Brown nervously pacing, searching for the perfect spot to take
his dump. Neither could get it just right. For Charlie Brown, the grass was
too damp or already scented with someone else’s pee. For Tina, the hair was
not pulled tight enough or swinging high enough. I was thinking about how
sometimes Tina tied her hair back so tightly that it lifted the corners of her
eyes, when I noticed Number 14 marching out of her house. Within seconds,
they were standing next to the open car door—all three of them—Number
14, the boy, and the baby.
With the oversized backpack, the boy looked like an absolutely terrified turtle. I figured he was maybe 5 or 7. It was hard to tell. The whole of
him looked young, but his face threw me off. Shifting the weight of the baby
to her left hip, Number 14 gave the boy the “one sec” finger and sat down
in the front seat of the car. I swear, the kid hardly blinked when she began
throwing things onto the front lawn. In between the throwing, she would
stop and sigh, rubbing alternately at her puffy eyes and the baby’s runny
nose. When she’d made a good pile, Number 14 shimmied out of the car.
Shifting the baby back to her right hip, she cupped the boy’s head with her
palm and offered the smallest smile.
“Please grab the trash bag, Peter,” she said softly. “That’s it. Now hold it
open, buddy.”
The boy obliged.
In went the coffee cup, the lollipop, the wrappers and containers from
the front seat. In went the fancy makeup. In went the sweaters. A shoe.
Three books. In went the stuffed dog. The boy looked up at his mother, but
she was already on to the next item. She hesitated, holding the gloves up to
her nose. She closed her eyes tightly. In went the gloves, with great resolve.
She reached her hand into the center console, pulled something out—a
book?—and thought for a moment before shoving it back in. The baby
wailed. She gathered the edges of the bag closed, threw it in the bin, and
wheeled it to the curb where it stood alone—it was only Monday. With the
baby still crying wildly, she brushed past me, offering an apologetic smile,
wider than the one she’d given the boy. Her polite smile, I guessed.
“Excuse me.” Charlie Brown finished up and Tina elbowed me to retrieve the steaming mound.
“My bad,” I replied, offering a smile in return.
It was a stupid thing to say. And then she retreated to the house, the
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child’s siren getting softer and softer until we couldn’t hear it at all, because
she was moving further into the house, and we were moving further down
the street.
She wasn’t pretty, Number 14. That’s not what it was. I didn’t like her
in that way. No, watching Number 14 was like watching what my life might
have been like. Something about her was just familiar. Comfortable. As
I watched her pull her sweater closer around her body, wiping the baby’s
nose yet again, I felt like such an asshole for making things different for
her—harder.
As we rounded the corner, Tina made some smart-ass remark about
how we were right to have picked this neighborhood, how that’s the kind
of people they were—just throw away anything a stranger touched. But I
thought that Tina just didn’t understand. Number 14 wasn’t thinking about
the things or about their cost or about replacing them. She was thinking

Number 14 wasn’t thinking about the things or
about their cost or about replacing them. She was
thinking about the fact that someone had been,
uninvited, in her life, and she wanted to get rid of
any trace of that residue.
about the fact that someone had been, uninvited, in her life, and she wanted
to get rid of any trace of that residue. I nodded at Tina. It was easier than
trying to explain my thought to her. She’d never understand.
For the same reason, I decided it was best not to tell her that I went
back to Number 14’s house a few nights later. It was wildly stupid, given that
the police were still patrolling and everyone was on guard. But to them I was
just Jeff with his rescue dog, Charlie Brown—responsible, friendly, young
man who knew enough to pick up the poop from someone’s front lawn or
who was kind enough to move off the sidewalk when a stroller came by or
another dog strained at the leash, spoiling for a fight. Plus, without Tina, I
really did fit. It was like the neighborhood recognized me as one of its own.
I had only meant to go for a walk—just me and Charlie Brown—but
then I passed by her house and saw her garage door rolling up. In the glow
of the single bulb, she stood there in some running pants and an oversized
long-sleeved shirt. She pulled a pack of cigarettes from behind an old pot.
A shovel fell to the ground. “Shit!” she picked it up and looked over her
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shoulder, leaning her ear back into the house. She stayed that way for a few
seconds, then fished a lighter out of her pocket. In a single motion, she was
in and out of the car, retrieving the thing from the center console that she
had decided not to throw away—the only thing in the car that remained
untouched. And rightly so, I thought, I never touched it. She dusted off the
book, and opened it up, a pen falling out.
For a few minutes, she stood there. Smoking. Writing. Nodding her
head. Laughing. Crying. Smoking. Then she snuffed out the cigarette, came
out of the garage and did this beautiful little twirl in the driveway, maybe
to get the smoke smell off of her, I don’t know. Then she put the book back
into the center console.
I just stood there, watching her dark figure breeze through the house,
until the bathroom light went on, and then off, and then it was so quiet. I
just stood there, thinking that I wouldn’t open her car door, that I wouldn’t
just take a peek at the book. Because I knew it was awful, that it was a worse
invasion than the first, but I just couldn’t help myself. I jimmied the lock,
opened the center console, and pulled the book out. I sat at the edge of the
driveway, with the light of the pathway bright enough to read by. Charlie
Brown curled up at my feet, just glad to be near someone.
June 1
It hurts to breathe. It really, truly hurts to breathe. People keep saying that it’ll get
easier over time, that it won’t hurt as bad, but I don’t think they realize that it physically hurts my body to know that she’s gone. I thought Devon understood, but I think
I’ve exhausted him with my crying, and now he just doesn’t know what to do. I think
he thinks that I’ve had my time to fall apart, that he’s watched the baby and taken
Peter to school and packed the lunches, and now it’s time for me to pull myself back together. So, no, I don’t think that Devon understands. Because there is no pulling myself
back together. He suggested over dinner last night that I go have a spa day on Sunday.
I know he means well, but really, a fucking spa day? I can practically hear his mom
making the suggestion over one of their nightly calls. And yesterday, I found a prescription bottle on my nightstand, no doubt a gift from his father. I guess that’s how they
do it in his family—pamper and medicate. What I really need is a good long walk, in
the woods, in the middle of the night. If only the baby would sleep. I swear, I love her,
I do, but she’s about to put me out of my mind. And poor Peter, I don’t know where he
fits into all of this, snuggling with his Loo Loo again after so much time. I should spend
more time with him, figure out what’s got him so sullen. Tomorrow, tomorrow.
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July 15
I did it! I went for a walk in the middle of the night! It was fantastic, until it
wasn’t. Apparently the baby had woken and when she wouldn’t stop crying, Peter went
in to calm her because Devon was sleeping with his earphones on. I came in, with my
cheeks burning from the cool night and the blood running through my body, and Peter
was asleep in the rocking chair in the nursery, the baby asleep on his lap. A living Loo
Loo. The strange thing is, after I carried the baby to bed and carried Peter to bed, and
tucked myself in next to Devon, whose earphones were blaring sports stats, I couldn’t
fall asleep because the only thing I could think of was how good it felt to stretch my
legs, to walk and walk and walk without anyone or anything. What I should have
been thinking about was how terrible it must have been for Peter to wake up and find
his sister inconsolable. How there’s no reason a five-year-old should have to wake in the
middle of the night to care for his baby sister because one of his parents is metaphorically absent while the other is physically absent. I should have been thinking about what
to say to him the following day, and to Devon, too, who’d find out and be pissed beyond
belief, but I was thinking about trees and the wind and how beautiful the moon was.
I looked up from the page as headlights swept across me. The car flew
down the street. I should have ducked, but instead I looked at the driver—
barely 16 with a mop of hair, probably hoping to get his Dad’s car home before curfew. I knew that kid. I was that kid, once. I flipped through toward
the end, to the entry Number 14 had just been working on.
Sept 12
I’m grateful that our car was broken into a few nights ago. How weird is it to
say that?! At least this way Peter didn’t wonder why I wanted to throw every last
thing from the car away, although I think he knew. He’s too perceptive for a child.
I still can’t believe that Devon had the audacity to bring Julia into my car, with my
kids. Did he really think that Peter wouldn’t mention it? I can still smell her awful
perfume. I’m fine with it, really, I am—with Devon and Julia—just, just not with
my fucking kids! The normalness of it all is what makes me sick. He needed my car so
he could get the kids squirreled away, so that I would be stuck at the house—with his
car in the shop.
Peter was so upset about his talking bear, and the baby misses the little blue water
cup she liked to gum up on. But I wanted it out. All of it. I almost didn’t throw away
my sister’s gloves, but I could smell Julia’s fucking perfume on them. Can you believe
she put on my gloves—my dead sister’s gloves?!
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I don’t even know why I’m writing this! Stupid fucking therapy!
This is ridiculous. My life is a mess. I don’t know what I’m going to do.
Part of me wants to make Devon leave. Part of me wants to just be back
on that walk in the woods—in that moment with no Devon, no Peter, no
baby. Just the moon.
I closed the book. Her world had tilted off its axis, through
no fault of her own. She had to decide whether to jump or push
her husband off. Either way, things were going to change and
then never be the same. I knew about the never the same. It’s a
terrible place to live.
The next day, I took Charlie Brown for a walk into town
with money from our car spoils. I told Tina I was going to look
for work, and she laughed at me as she put on her eyeliner and
tightened her ponytail. “Good luck!” She ruffled my hair like I
was a child, or a dog, and for the first time in a long time, I felt
something—anger. I pushed her hand away, which made her
laugh more. She was not pretty when she laughed.
We stopped at Number 14 first, me and Charlie Brown.
Their garbage had been sitting at the curb the better part of
the week. I opened up the bin, pulling out the warm sacks from
the top, until I found the bag at the bottom, not even tied. It
didn’t take long to find the gloves, which I stuffed in my pockets
before the woman with the Pug came up behind me.
“You okay in there, Jeff?!” she nervously called.
“Oh, hey! Oh. . .”
I extracted myself from the bin and made a show of cleaning off my hands, even though the only things I’d touched were
the things from Number 14’s car garbage bag. “Charlie Brown
lost one of his chew toys on our walk. I was pretty sure it was
around here and I was just hoping to find it.”
Chew toy. Beloved dog. I didn’t need to say anymore. She
was all apologetic and even offered to help me look. Dog people
were strange. But after I reassured her that it was okay, that this
was the last bin I needed to look in, she went on her way and so
did we, with Number 14’s gloves stuffed in my pockets.
After I stopped at the Laundromat, emptying a whole box
of detergent into the machine so that Number 14’s gloves would
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smell like Tide and not that other woman’s perfume, I went to the toy store.
I explained to the clerk that I was looking for a dog that said, “Peekaboo, I
see you!” No, I explained, I couldn’t tell her what it looked like. I just knew
that it had floppy ears and that it talked. And miracle of miracles, a young
guy two rows over chimed in and said, “Oh, that thing is so annoying, my
daughter has one!” and then, to the clerk, “It’s the Doggy-Do-and-Say.” And
just like that, I was walking out of the store with Peter’s dog and a pack
of triple AAA batteries. The cup was harder to find, and wouldn’t be quite
right, no matter what, because it had been special in its own way. But eventually I settled on a tiny dark blue cup with a darker blue whale painted on it
for the baby.
That night, I said goodbye to Tina while she was sleeping. She pushed
my hand away like I was a gnat, “Fuck off!” I took Charlie Brown, all but
$400 of our money, all my camping gear, and left. At Number 14’s house, all
the lights were off, except for the one in the nursery. I saw a shadow sweep
across the ceiling as Number 14 or maybe Peter rocked back and forth in the
chair with the baby. I wanted to be quick about it, the slipping into her car,
because I wasn’t sure when Number 14 might come out. I put the gloves in
the center console, the cup in the baby’s chair, and the Doggy-Do-and-Say in
Peter’s seat, with the batteries in his cup holder.
Then I opened the center console, took out Number 14’s book, and uncapped her pen. I started to write. It was weird holding a pen and seeing my
words on a piece of paper. I hadn’t realized it had been that long.
I’m sorry for everything. For your sister, your asshole husband, your sweet boy, and
your baby who won’t sleep. Also, for breaking into your car last week. And now I’m
going to go take a long walk through the woods in the middle of the night and look at
the moon, because you made it sound so wonderful. And I’m going to keep on walking,
because you can’t.
And then, me and Charlie Brown, we did just that.
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A Life in the Day
by Louise Henrich

My life. My life my life my life. Here it is: I may fly.
I wait in the murk, burrowed under sand and creatures smaller and less
remembered than I am. I shake, stretch, writhe and peel back. I’m slippery.
I got some new stuff, not sure what it does ‘cuz it’s new, but I’m thinking it
will be intuitive. I’m feeling streamlined and sexy. I feel…buoyant.
I am being pulled up up, and I could fight it, dive back down towards
my hovel, but I don’t because I am ever closer to the surface of the water
and the light is dazzling and I tell you, this is a perfect day, a perfect day to

And maybe simply because the desire is strong
enough this time, I shed once more, and, in doing
so, reveal wings—unmistakable wings.
fly. And maybe simply because the desire is strong enough this time, I shed
once more, and, in doing so, reveal wings—unmistakable wings. I am the
hungry caterpillar of the lakes. I am the nymph Shakespeare spoke of—look
at that sun!
A young girl is standing next to her mother on the bridge over the creek
leading into the lake. Her orange and pink swimsuit is wearing her. She
would look more tan if she wasn’t next to her mother. It is hard to imagine
her lovelier. I am hovering; my wings are beating fiercely.
She says, “Can we catch a frog? Not a tadpole, a frog?”
She is leaning over the railing, stretching out her length from the tips of
her toes. I cannot blame her, it is a beautiful day, a beautiful day to catch a
frog.
Her mother nods. Her mother points.
“Oh, look!” She says. “There’s one!”
I glance back at my waters and the frog emerges just eyes, and a mouth
I do not even see opens and drags me back to the bottom, the dark, the ink,
the lake of her childhood.
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Even When We Want to
Most, We Cannot Hear the
Falling Snow
by Susan Fedynak

A doctor’s office in Massachusetts. A waiting room. Newsweek spread out
across your lap. Speckled Berber carpet beneath your suede shoes. A deep
twisting down in your bowels. Only momentary. Only nerves. You’re here for
a flu shot before work and the long, congested morning drive downtown.
The couple across from you, side by side in those horrible boxy armchairs, sit with their coats still on. They’ve unzipped them only to the waist,
so they ride up and around their shoulders and ears. Are they coming or going? They look as if their cocoons have split and they’ve failed to fly away.

The couple across from you, side by side in those
horrible boxy armchairs, sit with their coats still on.
They’ve unzipped them only to the waist, so they ride
up and around their shoulders and ears. Are they
coming or going? They look as if their cocoons have
split and they’ve failed to fly away.
From some brightly lit hallway a nurse calls your name, and you’re
already rolling up your sleeve. What you don’t see is the envelope laid across
the woman’s knees, how delicately she balances it. What fear and what reverence, bubbling up from the slides inside. Photos of her husband’s lungs are
wrapped in that fresh, fawny manila. What you don’t see is the woman’s husband. You don’t really see him. How still he is. How deliberately his hands
are folded. When you are deaf, stillness is a different kind of quiet.
You are long down the hallway when the nurse calls his name. The only
way he knows is by the way his wife lays her hand on his wrist.
On the traffic-sodden drive downtown your bicep will begin to ache.
The already gummed up glue of the Band-Aid will pinch. You will think
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about the couple that morning, grey-faced and wrapped in their cocoon
coats, and wonder how it turned out. Were they coming or going?
But, how could you know? How could anyone know all this: that these
people can’t sleep anymore. That they have only just started wearing their
minor patches of white hair as a badge. That they met when they were young
and had little money. That they have only a little more money now. That
they’ve never once tried to convince the other that they were made of better stuff than a second night of fried rice and beans. That there are rotting
planks running the length of their back porch, but they are still happy out
there with a lemonade. They are happy out there. Entirely happy not apologizing to guests for their circumstances. That they love their house for one
reason, because it is their house.
How could you know they are friends? Friends who married each other.
That they are the same people who wait each year for the lilacs and wild
garlic to reach up green each spring in the narrow planting bed at the edge
of their fence. That they have regrets, but haven’t advertised them the way
some people do. That these people are the same people who compliment
each other even in their clothes with tired stitching, who remember to
compliment each other after a long day, and just out of the shower. Nice, she
will say, and graze his chest, his cheek, his thigh. Nice. How could you know
that these people have danced together, a lifetime together, and only one has
heard the music?
How could you know about the wild garlic, the rotten porch? That he
is deaf, and she is not, and it hasn’t made much of a difference over the last
thirty-two years.
It's not safe, all the stuff we build our walls with. She meant the stuff he was
responsible for at work. He knew what she meant. She brought it up all the
time. All he could do was listen, watch her sign furiously as she repeated the
same worries. He listened because she made him. Made him watch as she
waved her hands in front of her, used her pointer fingers to square off two
walls around her face, and a steeple roof above the part in her hair. Her own
scrappy vernacular.
When these moments struck her, when he came home covered in dust
and she watched him wash his face and wipe out the black dirt that ringed
his nostrils, when she was in that mood, he learned it was better to oblige
and watch her go on and on in the bathroom mirror. Watching her that way,
everything was backwards, but he knew the point she was making. He would
tap her reflection, right on the mouth, which flapped along with her fast
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moving hands. I get it, he'd sign, tapping his head with the butt of
his palm. I get it, you love me.
He could find something else to do for money, but he
wouldn't. Working construction as a deaf man was a minor triumph. She wasn’t going to step on that, either. I'm not unhappy, so
drop it already. He was tired of pulling his lips down in that faux
fish-face grimace. Here it was, all in the context, which made

When he kisses her: More. Create an “o”
with each hand. Flatten. Bring hands together.
it tricky. No, the job didn't elate him, but he was not unhappy.
Working with his hands was good. It meant not too much
“talking.” Sometimes he felt blessed, not to have the time to jot
things down on the legal pad he kept nearby. To not have a stake
when the other guys fought over which station to play on their
busted portable radio, or when they’d all start yelling for the
youngest one to shut up already about the latest girl to leave him.
He could pick up bits here and there, if he stopped rolling out
his section of insulation and focused on lips, but it was hardly
worth it.
Her favorite words to sign:
When he kisses her: More. Create an “o” with each hand.
Flatten. Bring hands together.
Watching him dry off after a shower: Nice. Place your left
hand in front of you, palm up. Swipe your right palm across your
left. Add a puckish grin to this one.
Finally: Don’t be like that. A complicated phrase she’s accustomed to. When he hasn’t had time to paint, when he’s hungry,
frustrated, scared. It’s part of her. The movements flow through
and past her without a thought.
They met at the library. It’s as simple as that.
In the hospital she takes notes as if she’s paid to, as if all the
coats carrying charts and clipboards don’t matter. In a little notebook she carries everywhere, she collects dosages and procedure
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dates. She collects the names of specialists, nurses, even candy stripers. She
collects so many phone numbers. Puts an asterisk next to direct lines; holy
grails. She keeps a list of medical terms she dares herself not to look up as
soon she gets home. She jots reminders for thank you notes. The flowers.
The cards. The casserole of lasagna left at the back door. Taped inside the
notebook are business cards for car services and the Chinese delivery that
will bring food as far as the big revolving doors at the entrance near the ambulance bay. Strange, she thinks, and too formal, how all the hospital clergy
have business cards too.
It gets to be that when the doctors or nurses come in he closes his eyes.
If he can’t read their lips, he won’t have to know. He closes his eyes when the
bedside conversation turns to hospice, a discussion about whether it is time
to move. His wife hurts with jealousy, now more than ever. Why can’t she
shut her eyes and end the conversation? Why isn’t that allowed? Why is it
only he who can go into a blackness full of no sound, a tactless respite. Why
is she the one who would have to relay the information later?
After the doctors go, she waits a while to rub his elbow and wake him.
With these drugs he so often falls asleep, even when his eyes have been shut
only out of denial and defiance.
We’re changing rooms.
A free upgrade? he motions. A pause. He smiles. Like when we went to
Sanibel.
This becomes a running joke. She loves him for it, and she could cry
every time. It was everything and nothing like the hotel room they had
the year their vacation got caught up in a tropical storm and management
thought it good manners to give them an upgrade. The beautiful grand balcony they couldn’t use because it was boarded up against the wet gale force
outside. It was just like Sanibel, could have been filled up with soggy disappointments just the same if it wasn’t for his sense of humor.
The new room was big and bright and all their own. Sanibel, he mouthed
for her sake, as his bed was wheeled in. The nurse, who was big and bright
too, gave the room a grand tour treatment with all the trappings of a flight
attendant. Sanibel, my dear, Sanibel, and this time he let his wife roll her eyes.
The nurse pulled back curtains to reveal an alcove window overlooking the
cafeteria loading dock, and beyond that, early morning sun bouncing off the
Charles River.
The next day he’d request binoculars, a pair that once belonged to his father. I still know where they are, I swear, and would you go and find them? And she
swore to the nurses, He did know, he really did know, they were there in the studio
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cupboard all this time. All that week she lied. I really can see the purple gingerbread
of our house just off Kendall Square.
She always told him to leave his filthy clothes at the door. After a while
she screwed a hook into the doorframe for his shirt and pants, put a tray in
the hall for his boots. Sometimes, on hot days, he would pull off his dusty
work shirt before he made it to the top of the front steps. Anyone but him
and she would have been embarrassed. After scrubbing in the shower he
could go to his easels, always two or three lined up at a time in the back sunroom. Wrapped at the waist in a towel, or standing only in boxers, the hair
on his arms and legs still patted down with dampness, he would stay back
there with his real work until dinner. This is the way it was for years.
Right away, the nurses offer an interpreter so she can get some rest at
home, but he insisted she stay. She has stayed all this time. She is the best, he
signs, she knows exactly what I mean. She shrugs at the nurses and relays the
message again and again until it’s whittled down to, He says I'm a professional.
She tried to condition herself in the days after they sat in that clinical
room, dark enough to view x-rays, and watched as the doctor swept over the
ghost prints of his lungs, marking each black spot that seemed to appear
only as the nub of grease pencil circled it completely. She tries again on
these nights filled with machines moving his lungs more reliably than he ever
could. Before that, he wore a mask that forced oxygen in through his nose
and mouth, and when he could, he joked he was ready to fly this fighter jet, if
they’d just clear off the damn tarmac. When he could, he made the nurses laugh.
He still knew how to be charming. In fat marker he’d write funny, dirty
things in the notepad on the night stand, knowing the nurses would find it.
His wife tried to laugh too, but at any hour, with eyes closed, she found the
insect noise of hospital machinery and the self-conscious-making squeak of
an orderly wheeling past with his cart of soiled linens.
At last, how could you know this:
She finds herself holding two fingers up to her temple, wagging them
like an ear. Horse. If you could only get downstairs, you could see the wild horses.
She doesn’t know why she says it. She pictures tan ponies walking in muddy
loops outside the lobby doors, and grass creeping up to repave with green
the half moon of asphalt where the taxis pull in and idle. Horses and wild
ponies. A young white one with a dramatic patch of grey between his eyes. And the
overpass is gone. Imagine all the light that lets in now. And they’ve started growing
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wheat where it used to be. It’s already so tall.
How, she wonders, is this happening? All their life together she’s signed
with him, but still thought in words, the sound of them all strung along and
stuck together. Now though, sitting on the edge of the hospital bed—her
lap tangled with lines for oxygen and the IV, and the bedsheets he twists as

All their life together she’s signed with him, but still
thought in words, the sound of them all strung along
and stuck together. Now though, sitting on the edge
of the hospital bed—her lap tangled with lines for
oxygen and the IV, and the bedsheets he twists as he
sleeps—sitting there now, looking at him, through wet
eyelashes, she is thinking in pictures and colors.
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The one he gave her. The only one he didn’t sell, even when there were offers. Even when they could have used the money.
He taps his fingertips as he opens his eyes, taps them in the shape of
two bird beaks. Two kissing apple seeds. Taps them twice. More. More.
I’ve been out catching crickets and fireflies while you sleep, listening for their hum
in the thick black night.
He brings his hands together. The light touch of two pointed petals. The
brief press of fingertips, the joined loops of infinity coming together and
apart. Together and apart. More, more, how could there not be more?

he sleeps—sitting there now, looking at him, through wet eyelashes, she is
thinking in pictures and colors. Her hands move along, pulling it all out and
dropping the mess wherever it finds a place to lay. The feeling of painting
the walls with it all, of wanting to cover every corner of the room with her
fingertips.
But the wheat isn’t golden. You’ll love this�it’s chartreuse, kelly green, electric
pink, and almost as tall as the snowy mountains springing up behind it.
Laughter.
She moves her hands.
Outside, the horses are laughing. Pancake-toothed laughs. They learned to stomp a
rhythm that shakes the crab apples right off the trees where the parking lot used to be.
Now it’s a black dirt orchard.
Watching, not even trying to interrupt, he wrestles himself up onto the
slope of pillows piled high behind him. Then, he closes his eyes. Not so he
won’t hear, but so he can see. The laughing horses. The sour yellow skin of
the crab apples. How they bounce down the branches of the young knotty
trees. He closes his eyes to look down on the scene, as if he were nestled
right there in the room’s window seat. He closes his eyes to watch the automatic doors of the lobby spin open to the mountain-tall wheat fields. To
see the lobby doors frame the painting he finished for their first anniversary.
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For the Fences
by Clay Steakley

Dylan is crying again. Already. They're warming up—running bases
while the coaches chase behind, playing at tagging them. And there is Dylan,
crumpled in on himself and crying at third base, feet crossed and face approaching purple.
Kevin exhales and gives the boy his cheeriest, bravest smile. "It's ok,
buddy," he calls. "It's just for fun. Don't be scared."
"I don't like it," Dylan hiccups between sobs.
He goes to his son and kneels next to him while the other kids follow
the coaches to their warm-up cones, laughing and tripping over themselves.
Main Coach casts him an over-the-shoulder grin, apologetic and exasperated. He returns it.
Kevin wraps his arms around his son. "It's ok, buddy. It's ok." He speaks
soft and deep, calming the boy and, he desperately hopes, giving him a little
sense of safety. He explains how it's all in fun and nobody wants to hurt or
scare him.
Dylan lets out a final, shuddering sob and trudges to his own cone as if
to the guillotine.
Is it terrible that he half wants to shake the boy until his teeth rattle?
That he wants to shout in his son's face, "it's not even real baseball for the
love of Christ! It's a bunch of five-year-olds throwing wiffle balls at each other and tripping over their own feet!" right there on his knees in the middle
of the park and in front of all the upper-upper middle class parents?
Instead he smiles and rocks up onto the balls of his feet and gives Dylan
a super encouraging dad wave.
Dylan sniffs, nods back solemnly, and waits his turn to throw a Velcro
striped ball at the coach's target.
Kevin smiles to the other parents, who shoot him inscrutable sidelong
looks, and he goes back to his observation spot by the big tree.
The rest of the parents, with a few exceptions, group together and chat,
drink coffee from gigantic cups, and cheer on one another's kids. Kevin
hasn't been allowed into the parents' circle yet, and he's learned that there
is a probationary period a new parent must endure to be brought into the
fold. His being a single parent has slowed his progress, as has his having an
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uninteresting (or at least un-useful) career. And, though he hates to admit it,
he knows he is still held at arms' length because of Dylan's meltdowns.
It pains him to see the boy so miserable in the middle of so much fun.
Dylan is a sweet, bright, curious child, and incredibly confident playing
alone or with his family or small group of close friends. But in public, around
strange children, he shuts himself up and stares out from behind his father's
legs with "Closed" signs hanging in his eyes.
This is a constant source of friction with Dylan's mother, and the
very reason Kevin signed him up for this sports class. A sampling of team
sports—soccer, baseball, basketball—seemed to Kevin to be the perfect fast
track to socialization. Learning independence and interdependence, assertiveness, playing by the rules, healthy competitiveness.

His fit of nostalgia, as fits of nostalgia are wont, lied its ass off.
He watches Dylan kick at a clump of sod and wonders what the hell
he was thinking. This whole stupid idea burst forth in a rush of inspiration
when he saw a flyer on the bulletin board at the café near his house. An
emotional collage of impossible hope and blind nostalgia overlaid his better
judgment, and he stubbornly convinced Dylan's mother of the worthiness,
the father/son bondiness, the well-rounded American youthiness of it and
signed the kiddo up for the next session.
Eight Saturdays in and Dylan has yet to make a single friend, much
less grasp dribbling, free throws, batting, or catching. He did quite well in
soccer, until Main Coach made him goalie. Kevin dreads the thought of flag
football.
He glances over at the other parents. When he first signed Dylan up
for this sports group, he'd hoped that it might not only provide some new
friends for his son, but maybe even some for himself. Some new adults with
whom he might have some common bond. Some people to make playdates
more enjoyable, or grab an occasional beer with. Maybe just some new faces
to keep his days without Dylan from being so guttingly lonesome.
His fit of nostalgia, as fits of nostalgia are wont, lied its ass off. Signing Dylan up for the class, he only remembered balmy summer afternoons
under the spreading oaks at the Little League park when he played for the
Donelson Pirates. Smells of saddle soap, mink oil, and leather. The crack of
the bat. The sounds of "Swiiiiing, batta-batta-batta." Drinking Suicides and
accepting trophies for Participation.
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He didn't think of how the coach's son, a skillet-faced, freckle-nosed
jackass named Chad, was made Catcher while Kevin, far more qualified for
the position, was relegated to Left Field because, according to Chad's dad,
"you can really throw 'em far." He didn't think of how the Donelson Pirates
lost every game of the season. Or the banana yellow uniforms. He didn't
think of getting kicked in the balls by Jeffy Repass for dropping that pop fly
that turned into a double.
Now he looks at his own son, who he's already subjected to the tortures of team sports, and sees Dylan staring at him mournfully. Kevin gives
another thumbs up and smiles until it becomes a grimace. Dylan nods, deep
in thought, and takes his turn throwing the Velcro ball. Not bad, really, and
it elicits a half-hearted cheer from the onlookers.
Kevin cranes his neck around the tree and looks over at the other parents, grouped together at the edge of the field, and he realizes that he hates
them. He hates their chumminess, their clubbyness. How they all already
knew one another before the first day here. They come in a group and stay
in a group and completely ignore outsiders. He hates their excruciating,
interminable, impossible-not-to-eavesdrop-upon conversations about their
cars and their jobs; about schools, traffic, yoga, that last five pounds, smokers, contractors, who got divorced, who should get divorced, who got cancer,
who should get cancer.
He hates how, even though it is 65 degrees, they're all bundled up as if it
were October on Cape Cod.
A particular parent, one he calls Queen Bee Mom, sits in state on her
folding camp chair, zipped neck to toes in one of those three hundred dollar
quilted parkas from The North Face that make you look like a cross between
The Michelin Man and some asshole. She inhales deeply on occasion, then
releases a quip or snarky observation on the exhale, belting like an opera
singer warming up. The spring wind sometimes brings snippets his way.
"Freezing," or, "which one is hers?" or, "they're always late."
She catches his eye and looks at him with a kind of malevolent curiosity,
tilting her head ever so slightly, like an animal catching the scent of prey. He
smiles, awkward and a little afraid of her, and she returns a cold, thin-lipped
sneer.
Kevin leans against the tree and watches his precious, priceless boy wait
next to what he knows are—to these other parents—their own precious,
priceless children; though to him, compared to Dylan, they mostly seem to
be little dipshits and miscreants. He does feel a passing stab of guilt at that
thought, much as he does when he sometimes loses his resolve and steps in
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on Dylan's behalf on the playground, playing Patton to sandbox Rommels,
shouting and considering the snotnoses' threats when they're only following
the natural order of things.
They are just kids, after all. Even though he can already tell which are
the little princes who have yet to fully understand just how thoroughly they
are being groomed for just the right elementary school in order to make the
right connections for just the right prep school, one with a comfortingly
English or at least East Coasty name—Baxter Hall or The Winthrop School.
High schools with water polo teams and published English teachers with
PhDs from Brown. Schools that put one in the right place for admission
to the Ivy League, or at least Stanford, and where in 14 years these clumsy,
funny, shiny-haired children will be schooled in the ways of booze, finance,
date rape, and the Machiavellian social workings of the elite. Then they
will return home to sell mutual funds or take over their parents' television
miniseries production companies. They will return home to go buzzing past
Kevin in their BMWs, impatient to get to destinations where they need to
be important while he, by then in his 50s, will probably be sputtering off into
the Valley to some one bedroom and a half-drunk bottle of Jameson. And
where will Dylan be then? Grad school at a Midwestern state U? Working
at Citibank, Warner Bros, Pep Boys, or the Cheesecake Factory? Sitting in
some little apartment crying his eyes out?
A wet thump and a cheer jerk Kevin to his senses and he looks up, grinning like an idiot just in case somebody sees that his attention had wandered. One of the little boys, a pluggy little thug named Hunter or Ranger
or Spaceman or Biff, whacked a wiffle ball and runs for his life—straight past
first base and on into the outfield. Much laughter from the parents. Somebody slaps a thigh-necked dad, an ex-Marine or linebacker gone to seed,
across his meaty back. Dad chuckles and shakes his head with a patented
"that's my boy" grin.
The dad and Kevin make eye contact and Kevin nods and grins and
waggles his eyebrows like an asshole. They silently agree that young Rider or
whatever is a spunky little pistol and destined to become the ROTC lieutenant turned war hero turned lawyer/astronaut/congressman who always stands
up for the little guy.
Next, Dylan is up to bat and, with a nauseating thrill of anxiety, Kevin
realizes that this whole section of the park has gone hushed. Meaty dad and
the rest are craned forward, waiting to see whether the boy will choke.
Kevin himself swallows the encouraging words scrabbling up his throat
and instead holds himself deadly still.
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Main Coach gives the boy a gentle, arcing underhand pitch and Dylan
smacks it straight out between second and third on his first swing. It's a hell
of a hit and Kevin whoops in delight. In fact, all the parents cheer, some
even calling Dylan's name. Kevin feels a wash of embarrassment over the way
he so harshly judged these obviously warm-hearted parents and their delightful offspring. He looks to Dylan again, who still stands at home plate with
the foam bat in his hand, completely dazed and as awed as everyone else that
he managed to make contact with the grapefruit of a plastic ball that was
whizzing at what was, to Dylan, an unbelievable velocity.
"Run!" Everyone shouts in unison.
The boy jumps straight into the air like a startled silent film comedian
and beats it for first base.
Kevin can see it coming before the boy gets halfway to first. He groans
as Dylan rounds first for second. Everyone screaming "stop" and "go back"
and waving their arms. But Dylan's face has opened like a lily in spring—
radiant and blissful and utterly, singularly unself-conscious—and he barrels
forward without a thought for the game, the people, or the world. He runs
for the sake of running and for inexplicable gorgeous release. He runs for joy.
Dylan moves on toward the next base and the kids covering second,
third, and left field (thank God there is no short stop) have enough time to
look up from their dandelion picking, bonk heads, fall over, and rummage
for the ball.
A pretty little fat girl with black hair snatches up the ball, turns, and
tags Dylan just before he reaches the trammeled little mat representing
second base.
When she tags Dylan with the scuffed wiffle ball, there is a moment, an
airless gelled second, when everything in the universe stops and takes a deep
breath. In that moment, Dylan looks so reasonable, so aware of everything
that just happened, that Kevin half expects him to brush his curls out of his
face and say, "oh, hell, I should have stayed on first. Ah, well. Live and learn,
right coach?" And then everyone will retire to the parking lot and drink
bottled water and collect their stickers for the day.
God, that's a beautiful moment.
Then there is the next moment.
Dylan's world implodes and every minute of the preceding five years of
his life turns to shit.
The boy bursts into screaming tears, and Kevin is moving before he
even realizes it. He doesn't run straight out onto the field. Instead, he flanks
it by arcing on the outside of the tree and moving nearer where the other
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parents watch.
He stops himself just at the foul line and waits to see how the coaches
will handle the situation.
Kevin can't fathom from whence the coaches summon their patience.
Kevin, who adores his own son to the point of melancholy, finds the boy to
be exasperating. But when you add all these other children—and in spite
of his very noblest intentions, Kevin finds almost every child on the planet
other than his own to be a simpering, willful, evil-minded little jackanape—
the potential for a profanity-laced explosion amongst coaches seems constantly likely.
Main Coach administers a gentle pep talk, but the boy sobs on.
Kevin now stands behind the other parents, though they haven't noticed
as they too are riveted to the display on the field.
He watches as the big dad leans over to a mother seated on a blanket
and says, "that little guy doesn't like getting tagged, does he?" It is asked
with a mixture of concern and amusement that strike Kevin as friendly and
the kind of comment an all-around ok guy would make. The mother smiles
and nods.
Then Queen Bee Mom speaks up from her folding camp chair.
"He's a little cry baby is what he is."
The scalding wash of humiliation and anger that gush over him don't
stop him from noticing that all the parents get a good little chuckle out of
this.
The mother on the blanket is the one who sees him first, glancing over
her shoulder and stopping mid-laugh. That catches the big dad's attention,
and the two of them at least have the decency to look ashamed. Queen Bee
Mom, though, when she sees him, only smiles coldly. A "That's what you get
for having a crybaby son" smile. An "I have weighed you in my scales and
found you wanting" smile.
He scowls at her, but she's already turned back to watch the crybaby
show.
Main Coach takes Dylan to the side and gives him a cold bottle of water
to calm him. Kevin scoots over to, anxious to get away from the other parents and also determined to show his son kindness in the blank, pitiless face
of the Queen Bee. Dylan has calmed, though he's still hiccupping.
"Are you ok, buddy?"
"That girl tagged me."
"I know. It's part of the game."
"I didn't like it."
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"I saw." Kevin sits on the grass and studies his son while his son glumly
studies the other kids on the field. "What didn't you like about it?"
"I dunno."
"Did it scare you?"
"Yes. No. Yes. It made me mad."
"I see. Well, I'm sure she didn't mean to make you mad. She was just
playing the game. You have to play by all the rules. Even the ones you don't
like."
Dylan stares at the other kids.
"You want to give it another try? I think they're doing the obstacle
course next."
Indeed, Main Coach and Brother Coach are cheerily calling out commands to the kids and tossing hula hoops and cones about on the ground.
Dylan stands slowly and nodded. He hands his father his water bottle
and gives him a steely, grownup look—like a boxer nodding to his coach
before leaving his corner in the 7th round.
Kevin semi-circumscribes the field, arcing around behind the parents
to where the obstacle course is set up. He glares holes in the back of Queen
Bee Mom's head. She is whinnying encouragement to her boy Shawn.
He sees a hand shoot up from a white, blond boy and guesses him to be
Shawn. Just over his shoulder he catches sight of Dylan. Dylan being followed by Tanner or whatever the pluggy little future bully/Cornell MBA is
called. The boy is talking to the back of Dylan's head and, from the expression on both boys' faces, he can tell it isn't good. The sly, cruel grin of the
bigger, more robust boy, contrasted with his own son's inward-focused scowl
and the lower lip that is slowly jutting farther and farther out sends an
adrenaline rush of dread through Kevin. He has to push his heels into the
grass to stop himself from walking onto the field and trying to stop what he
knows is coming.
This is part of socialization, isn't it? Dealing with the bullies as well as
the sweethearts.
He hears the big dad call, "Riley!" A veteran edge of anxiety in his voice.
Aha. Riley.
Kevin wants to look to see the ex-Marine dad's expression, to judge if
he finds it as anxious as he hopes or as craven as he expects. But he refuses
to turn his head, refuses to bring the group of parents and Queen Bee Mom
into his vision right now. If he just keeps his eyes on Dylan, all will be well.
He focuses on beaming every bit of confidence, strength of character, whatever he thinks the kid might need, straight at him.
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A trick of the breeze brings one of the bigger boy's phrases wafting to
the parents' ears.
"Why don't you go change your diaper, baby?"
A short silence.
Everything lurches into a crystal clear, sharp-colored slow motion—the
kind they use in car insurance commercials to transform a crash into an
exquisite ballet, complete with a Satie solo piano over the top, to accentuate
just how precious and perfect and irreplaceable every non-accident second
of your life is.
And then Dylan punches Riley.
Playing it back, as he will endlessly over the coming weeks, Kevin is
pulled into close focus on his son's expression as he whirls on the pluggy,
snubnosed boy, eyes welling and face reddening. Kevin sees something new
there, in his boy's face. "Hard" might not qualify as an adjective for a fiveyear-old's expression, but it is the only one that has time to flash through
Kevin's mind.
The punch itself is sloppy. Dylan, of course, has no experience punching
other people. Especially in anger. Especially with the kind of wild, untargeted haymaker that he lets loose on Riley and that catches the bigger boy in
the ear before crumpling him into a ball in the grass.
And here Kevin experiences a crystalline paused moment—one that will
pop, unbidden, into his mind for the rest of his life like a snapshot slid under
his nose.
Kevin and Dylan look at one another and both realize that in just one
second, all hell will break loose. Parental outrage, coach confusion, general
childish mayhem. All of it will happen in a muffled blur outside the tunnel
Kevin and Dylan exist in. The boy will need his father. Dylan will hold out
his arms and Kevin will scoop him up into an embrace so tight both will
squint and gasp for air and never want to let go.
But before that moment, in the vacuum between punch and parental reaction is the space between lightning and thunder. Kevin and ex-Marine dad
inhale. The other parents freeze in openmouthed, stupid shock, like a gaggle
of mental patients left on the lawn with a thunderstorm bearing down.
Riley whonks into the grass. Dylan looks down on him. And he will
remember this for the rest of his life and will relate it once aloud to his first
love in the moments just after she's dropped off to sleep. For this supreme
instant, he is the vision of the conqueror—clouds darkening behind him,
wind flicking at his curls, his face closed-off and cruel. For this one second,
Dylan is Conan the Barbarian. He is Julius Caesar. He is Mohammed Ali
straddling Foreman. He is Victory.
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The Investment
by Joachim Frank

This was the famous photograph—a pretty blond girl, dressed as a nurse,
who has jumped the police barricades, kissing one of the homecoming sailors on VJ Day in front of the cheering crowd on Broadway. The sailor, visibly
mesmerized by his luck, holds the small of her back with his strong arm. The
two are self-absorbed, as though caught in a dream; there is capriciousness in
their unrehearsed, tango-like posture. The photograph had appeared in LIFE
magazine right after World War II, part of Alfred Eisenstaedt’s oeuvre.
Looking at the picture on the wall of the gallery, Paul had an insight.
“I was just five years old at that time,” he said to Sue, his wife standing
next to him. “And you—you weren’t even been born yet. Just think of that!”
“Looking at this really gets you thinking,” Sue said.
“The way she twirls around!” Paul continued. “Her giddiness.”
Sue stepped up closer to the picture, amusement showing on her face.
“I wonder, did they ever get married?” she asked.
“And ruin the moment?” he said, laughing.
Since she remained silent, he looked at her sideways, and saw her biting
her lip. He knew he had again gone too far. His wife had a habit of reading
every remark, every gesture as a comment on her own life.
“Why did you say that?” she finally said, in a hurt voice.
“Say what?” he asked.
“What you just said.”
“Honey�,” he said, putting his arms on her shoulder. “What I meant
to say is that the picture is about a moment. Everything is in that moment.
There is no couch I see here, no TV, no bagels and lox for brunch.”
“Oh, stop it already!” she said.
For now Sue was arrested in her monosyllabic mood, though she still
allowed him to touch her. Finally she yielded, putting her hand on his
shoulder. This was the way it worked, he thought, two people making a life
together: a lot of compromises, but never taking away from an undercurrent
of affection.
Yes, the tangible picture seemed to speak to him, we are all part of this
strange century, on this strange planet of ours. And, simultaneously, another
thought came to him: The sailor comes back from a killing mission, and his
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first gesture—embrace—alludes to the creation of new life. If anyone had
been asked to stage a photograph conveying the exuberance of victory, the
meeting of the future with the past, he’d come up with a sailor kissing a
girl, though Paul doubted that imaginary photographer would dream up the
exact body twist shown in this celebrated photograph.
All that was contained in the extraordinary sensation he had as he
looked at the photograph. But this feeling was amplified by the knowledge
that Eisenstaedt, the man himself, was here in person. Paul and Sue had
come to the retrospective of his work on Martha’s Vineyard. Eisenstaedt was
the one who was able to capture scenes from real life that other photographers could only dream to stage. The man with the all-seeing, all-knowing
eyes.
Paul and Sue made their way through the crammed gallery—which was
actually a small converted farmhouse—past the black-and-white Goebbels,
Himmlers, Khrushchevs, Kennedys, Nixons and 50s White House teas, past
Eisenstaedt’s small-town observations, the chat with the barber, parents
with the Little League: past his whole life’s work with LIFE magazine. There
was even a shot of the current president, Bill Clinton.
Blinded by the light of summer, they stepped out into the little backyard, outside the gallery proper, where the master sat curled up in a wheelchair. It was difficult to get to see him, surrounded as he was by socialites
from New York City. These were mostly women in shrill-colored summer
dresses and expansive hats, glasses of champagne in their hands, who always
spoke with voices sure and loud enough to be heard on the other side of
the street. Those women, standing in groups of two’s and three’s, formed
colorful scenes that were in odd contrast to the black-and-white pictures
displayed inside; as though the gallery housed a bad dream everybody was
happy to escape.
Then Paul caught a glimpse of the man—eyes deeply set in an old,
almost ancient, squarish face. It was the face of a witness. The skin of his
face was leathery, laid in deep folds. The eyes of this man, they were like
the lenses of a camera. Perhaps the way Eisenstaedt looked at him and Sue
seemed so distant because he habitually framed what he saw in front of
himself: a tall, ash-blond man in jeans and blue turtleneck and, at his side,
a pretty brown-haired woman in a long black cotton dress; a blue-green
awning above; apple trees with their fuzzy boundaries on the right and left.
The background of the scene—Paul was extrapolating the photographer’s
line of sight farther back—was a cluster of cars parked at odd angles, some in
the ditch, in the inventive style inspired by the draconic parking ordinances
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of the Town of Chilmark.
The problem was, of course, that the prints were selling for a fortune.
Paul still remembered the time when two grand was all he had in his savings
account. In a way, it was not so long ago. Even some of the smallest formats
started at $1500.
“What do you think?” he said to Sue. “Do you think we can afford one?”
“Well, it boils down to this: is it worth it to be able to say ‘We own a real
Eisenstaedt’ if only a few people know who he is?” Sue replied.
“Who cares, though, if we really like it?” Paul said.
As he was saying this to his wife he discovered that the champagne
glass was made of plastic. It came in two pieces: the “glass” proper and the
stem. One was stuck into the other. Did they come apart? He decided that
once he’d emptied the glass he would find out. With prices like that, and a
generous commission, why couldn’t the gallery afford real glasses? But then
he stopped himself—it was silly, it was petty to quibble about these kinds of
things when surrounded by this exquisite art.
“There is this thing about photographs: you can make prints forever,”
Sue said. “So in a way it’s like a money machine.”
“Actually, you can’t,” Paul said. “They destroy the negative after a couple
dozen prints, as a favor to the collectors. Or a pledge. Call it a pledge.”
“Do they? God, that is stupid! But in that case, in that case it makes it
more interesting to own one. To own a real Eisenstaedt,” she said.
Paul smiled at Sue, and she smiled back, a member of the same team,
and gave him a quick kiss.
They both looked at the old man, who presently was talking to a woman
with a notepad in her hand. She bent down to him; apparently she didn’t
catch some of his answers. An authentic Eisenstaedt, Paul thought, my God,
in our own house! It would be something that would add style to their home,
authenticity, a reference to the Old World.
“How did he get here?” Sue asked. “This can’t possibly be the place
where he lives. Do you think? Think of the dampness in winter! And when
he gets ill: one dingy hospital in Hyannis, is all!”
“Flown in along with the wheelchair, from New York City, I suppose.”
Paul pointed at a passage in the little brochure he had picked up at the
entrance that said something about the photographer’s apartment on the
Upper West Side and his lifelong obsession with Central Park.
The idea behind the trip to Martha’s Vineyard had been to escape from
their cloistered workaholic days in upstate New York. In the evening, they
were always too tired to do anything, though it seemed they were never too
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tired to bicker. But here, every day brought the promise of a little adventure.
Sue had been in a sunny mood, overall. He was anxious to keep the boat
unrocked.
The idea of a wheelchair on a plane made Paul think of the man’s advanced age. The little brochure made him eighty-six. Curled up as he was, he
didn’t look as though he would ever touch a tray with developer again. Paul
and Sue looked at each other and Paul knew in that instant that Eisenstaedt
would not live much longer, and he knew that his wife was thinking the very

The Girl and the Sailor were not for sale. The little Kindergarten Parade had a red dot stuck on it: sold. There was a Stalin in the right
price range but they agreed on one thing: no Stalin in their home.
The Trombone Marching Band was way too expensive. But then
they found a small intriguing picture, half hidden in an alcove of the
gallery: a ballerina sitting in the makeup room in front of a mirror.
same thing. There had been an unfathomable distance in the old man’s eyes;
they had seemed to recede to the point that is marked on the focus setting
of a camera by a figure eight that is tired, lying on its side: infinity.
“Prices will go up a lot,” Paul whispered to her, scratching his head.
“You are right. It would be an investment,” Sue said.
“So now, if we want to have an Eisenstaedt at all, we better hurry,” Paul
said.
Paul and Sue had to see the pieces in the gallery again, this time with a
different look. Paul felt satisfaction knowing that they were embarking on a
project together; these were the things that counted.
It was a difficult proposition, though. The Girl and the Sailor were not
for sale. The little Kindergarten Parade had a red dot stuck on it: sold. There
was a Stalin in the right price range but they agreed on one thing: no Stalin
in their home. The Trombone Marching Band was way too expensive. But
then they found a small intriguing picture, half hidden in an alcove of the
gallery: a ballerina sitting in the makeup room in front of a mirror. Her head
is turned around: she is looking at the camera, as though interrupted in an
unconscious, very private moment. And because of that, her face is pregnant
with a smile, though not quite at the point of smiling yet. A photographer
without Eisenstaedt’s eye might have waited a split second longer, for her
face to bloom into one of those interchangeable masks of stardom, and
missed this moment altogether.
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“I like it,” said Paul.
“Let’s get it,” said Sue.
“Can we take it with us right now?” Sue asked in the little office, after
they’d paid with a check.
“I’m awfully sorry, madam,” the gallery owner said, “but we are under
contractual obligations to keep the exhibit intact 'til the very end. We’ll send
it to you by UPS, insured, as soon as the show is over. For free, by the way.”
As they finally walked back to their car, having made sure that a red dot
was firmly planted on their new possession, Paul turned to look back, and
saw the upper torso of the old man framed by the yellow and red cocktail
dresses of his admirers. The photographer’s face, half hidden in the shade,
was suddenly lit by a speck of sunlight—it might have been a hole in the
awning, a stray reflection from a car passing by, or the light bouncing off the
makeup mirror one of the socialites used in the garden. It was as though,
in a reversal of roles, the light, realizing the man who’d been its master was
immobilized, now sought him out instead. As Paul again saw his deep-set
eye, which seemed to rest on him for a brief moment, he felt a slight jolt, a
realization they somehow had betrayed the old man, had entered a bet on
his life.
*
Little more than three weeks passed, every day a struggle to keep the
Vineyard mood alive, when Paul and Sue one morning found themselves
looking at Eisenstaedt’s obituary in The New York Times.
She discovered it first. She said to him, “Listen to this: ‘He is survived by
two granddaughters, both living in Santa Fe.’ And then it goes on like this:
‘He took his first pictures when he was fourteen.’”
“Jesus Christ,” Paul said. “Can you believe this? They barely got his
wheelchair back to the City, then bang!”
“It’s too bad,” Sue said, looking up from the newspaper. “Poor guy. But
rich life.”
“A fascinating man!” he said. “To think that we almost shook his hand!”
By now, the photograph they’d bought had a firm, negotiated place on
one of the walls in the living room. They’d discovered they had different
notions about the role of the picture in their house. To Sue, it seemed to be
mostly to show off their exquisite taste to their friends. “It goes with the
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Rosenthal vase; it goes with our Hibiscus tree,” she would say in all seriousness. To Paul, the photograph was more like a window into another world.
Looking at it was an intensely private experience. “It goes with me,” he
might have said.
Now, after reading the obituary, he caught himself walking up to the picture, as if acting out a magical belief that it had acquired a different quality, a
different sheen. And this was the spooky part: the woman in the photograph
kept on looking at Paul as she was looking at the camera of the photographer. It was as though he’d been put by her into the dead man’s body. At that
moment Paul felt disgusted with himself, having been involved in a pact on
the old man’s life, a pact that now had become irreversible.
“It’s old age he died from,” Sue said as she joined him in front of the
photograph. “Of course everybody knew he was going to die soon. You know,
at that age, all it takes is a wrong step. A cold. A mere pimple sometimes.”
“Yeah, I know,” Paul said. “You are absolutely right. Even lack of faith.
There is a point when you need faith to go on. Perhaps he suffered from
image overload. The century has been so fucking violent! Still, one thing
followed the other too closely for my comfort. One day he sits in the courtyard, happy as a clam, next day he’s reduced to an article in The New York
Times. I wish he could have let us enjoy that picture some more.”
“Enjoy the picture some more? Speak for yourself!” his wife exclaimed.
“As far as I’m concerned, I intend to enjoy that picture. Are you kidding? We
paid good money, and he was the one, after all, who decided to part with it.”
It was a defensive reaction; Paul decided she must feel just as bad as he
did. He had a sudden, incongruous vision, of Eisenstaedt in heaven, peeking
down from behind a cloud. A chance for ultimate photography, Landsatstyle. Had they buried his camera with him? It would be a touching thing to
do. Bury the carpenter with his plane, the tailor with his needle. Pharaoh
with his meal.
Two days went by. Paul went to work, sat at his desk in the office, and
managed to get through the day half-way productive. Yet whatever he did,
wherever he went, he saw the eyes of the old man. The way they looked at
him, they seemed accusing. He knew it was downright silly, on the face of
it. Many transactions had been conducted in the gallery on that day, and he
remembered the sighs of delight from the elderly couple who had bought
the picture with the trombones, just ahead of them.
It was an article about Eisenstaedt which appeared in the Arts section
of The New York Times a few days later that brought yet another angle. The
columnist dwelled on the artist’s humble upbringing, his apprenticeship, his
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early mastery of the medium, but then took an unexpected turn.
“Listen to this,” Sue said to Paul at the breakfast table as she was skimming through the paper. “‘Detractors,’ it says here, ‘have questioned compromises he was apt to make throughout his life, that made him socialize
without qualm with the likes of Heinrich Himmler and Leni Riefenstahl.’
Can you believe this?”
Paul was taken aback by the news. The glorified artist was a mortal man
with faults after all, who’d been drawn into the vortex of evil of this century,
which was about to turn. To think of Eisenstaedt rubbing shoulders with
Heinrich Himmler, the leader of the SS, the man directly responsible for
the Holocaust! And Leni Riefenstahl, who had put her rolling camera in the
servitude of Nazi propaganda!
“It sure is difficult,” Paul said. “But I think I can.”
He got up from his chair and walked over to the photograph, the investment that had probably tripled in value the exact moment the old man’s
heart had stopped. He took another look at the ballerina—her pale visceral
presence, the flimsy straps of her black leotard running over her shoulders,
her helpless posture in the makeup room. The picture seemed to gain a new
significance as he watched the girl frozen in motion.
“You know, Sue,” he said, stepping back with a sudden resolve, “we did
well, though, didn’t we? Forget about Eisenstaedt the man, forget about his
dubious choice of companions. In the end the picture is really about us.”
Sue looked up from the paper. “You mean us? You mean about you and
me?”
“It’s all about us, the picture, don’t you see? The fact that we have it
now, right here on our wall? It says so much about the things we can do
together. You know, if we try?”
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Abandoned
by Marty Carlock

The evacuation of the Princess Nina went well enough at first. Then the
cellist refused to go.
Three days before, an hour out of port, the first officer had conducted
the emergency drill required by law, summoning the passengers from their
cabins, awkward in canvas life vests with stiff flotation inserts, to mill around
at their assigned assembly stations until all were accounted for and dismissed. Never before had he had to oversee the real thing.
Something had gone wrong in the night. He was told they were on the
reef off Hollandes Cay. The thunderous impact had shuddered through the
ship. An inattentive helmsman, a misread compass, fog—he didn’t know. He
only knew his responsibility, to get seventy passengers and a score of crew
into lifeboats.
Now, when it counted, the first officer took some nervous satisfaction in
the obedience of his flock. However dazed and fearful, they appeared with
their life vests properly cinched and tied; they filed to the lowest deck in an
orderly manner, descended the ladder into the night, and took their places as
instructed in each lifeboat in turn.
Then the cellist appeared, with his shrouded cello in his arms. The first
officer leapt to stop him. “Sorry sir, you can’t take anything with you. The
life vessel has food and water, all you nee—”
“She goes with me. She goes everywhere with me.” He spoke with a
faintly European accent, Eastern Europe, the accent of a man who spoke
many languages. The first officer had traveled extensively and prided himself
on identifying a passenger’s place of origin in his speech, but he could not
pin this one down.
The first officer himself had a trace of an accent, the precision and
formality in which English is taught in the best schools in Amsterdam. “It’s
not permitted. By law. Your instrument would occupy the space needed for
another passenger.”
“If she does not go, I do not go.” The cellist was a small man, scarcely
taller than his instrument. His closed face did not admit to negotiation.
“When I travel by rail, I buy a seat for her. I will buy a seat in the boat if you
wish.”
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The first officer began to get red. “I’m sorry sir; I understand. But you
cannot take it.”
“She is very valuable, Stradivari, 1692. She cannot be replaced.”
“I cannot permit it. Your example would encourage others to try to
bring their possessions.”
“They are not as valuable.”
A lanky young man nearby spoke. “You’re wrong there. The draft of my
novel—.” He turned abruptly and ran toward a distant cabin. Suddenly the
passageways were filled with shoving, elbowing people trying to return to
their rooms. The bulk of their drab life jackets made it difficult to move.
Curses and imprecations in various languages erupted with little result.
“Ladies and gentlemen! Please! This ship is sinking, dammit!” The first
officer clutched futilely at arms, at belts of life vests.
In time passengers returned laden with whatever possession seemed
most essential to their lives. The first officer, shouting, began to explain the
rules again, making little headway until the vessel slipped sideways with a
groan. His unruly flock as one dropped their prizes and began hastily filing
down the ladder to the lifeboat. Next to last was the young writer, who glowered at the first officer and slowly wedged a sheaf of paper into a niche on
the far side of the hull. The cellist sat embracing his cello and did not move.
“Sir! I will have to have you forcibly removed if you do not cooperate.”
The cellist lifted his head and stared haughtily at the officer. “I will sign
a paper. Saying it is not your fault. I cannot abandon her.”
The first officer regarded him sadly, disappeared, and came back with
pen and paper. As the cellist wrote, the purser, the chef, the dining staff, the
masseuse, the girls who cleaned the cabins, the engineer, the ship’s doctor
and the sailors all filed down the stairs and down the ladder. The French captain himself was last. He scowled at the cellist and the first officer. “What’s
this?”
“Sir, he refuses to go. Without the cello.”
Used to being obeyed, the captain ordered the cellist not to be a fool, to
do as he was told, not to commit suicide by remaining on the ship.
The cellist stared at the deck. “It is my choice,” he said.
The captain looked in astonishment at the first officer, who shrugged.
“You’re already a ruined seaman. No need to be a dead one.” With a scraping sound the ship settled further. The officers turned and descended to the
lifeboat.
When peopled, the ship had seemed of a manageable size. Empty, the
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cellist saw it as vast. Oddly, its electric fixtures still functioned;
for how long, he could not predict. Even so he had some difficulty walking on the slanted decks carrying his cello. In time
he ascended to the second-class cabin he had occupied. For a
moment he stood contemplating the inconvenient life vest he
still wore. He concluded that, since the cello had none, he had no
need of one. He untied it, shrugged out of it, and placed it in the

For a moment he stood contemplating the
inconvenient life vest he still wore. He concluded that, since the cello had none, he had
no need of one. He untied it, shrugged out
of it, and placed it in the cupboard where it
belonged.
cupboard where it belonged.
The cellist locked his instrument in the room and made
his way to the dining area. At the bar he found some very fine
Madeira, a bottle none of the passengers had been offered. He
sampled it and took it into the kitchen. There was food enough
for a week or two, if he didn’t much care what he ate; after that it
would begin to spoil. Heating it would not be possible. He made
a ham sandwich and ate it with a shot of port.
In the back of his mind he entertained many possibilities.
When the lifeboats reached wherever they were going, perhaps
there would be a rescue. For him and his Stradivarius. Perhaps he
would simply stay here until he died, starved. Perhaps the ship
would float off the reef and sink. He did not care.
In a forty-year concert career, he had not found time to marry, certainly not time to beget children. There had been a woman
or two; in his youth he had possessed a certain mysterious Slavic
look. Yet each one had drifted away once she understood that she
would forever be second in his heart to music. The instrument
was his mistress, he her master.
He had experienced a premonition about the voyage, had
dismissed it as reluctance to undertake such a lengthy journey,
New York to Rio de Janiero. Surely in an era of steam propulsion,
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of the wonders of the telegraph, nothing would go wrong. He found it odd
now that he had trusted such sciences.
Rocking a little in the surf, the ship seemed stable for the moment, albeit listing to port. Once back in his cabin, the cellist removed his jacket and
hung it on the valet rack. He had bought a white linen suit, assured that was
what gentlemen wore in the tropics, and string ties, ascots being too warm
for the climate. As he loosened his collar stud he had another thought, that
if he must drown he would not like to wash ashore in his nightshirt. He removed his shoes and lay down in his bunk in his shirt and his linen trousers.
The ship did not sink. He slept well; the quiet awakened him. There was
none of the disorientation he might have expected; he knew instantly where
he was. The cello lay along the wall where he had left it, fearing it might fall
if the hull shifted again. A tropical dawn painted the far wall pink.
Locking the door behind him—he didn’t know why; it seemed necessary—the cellist walked leaning against walls to the kitchen again. Coffee.
He would have liked hot coffee. He found mangos and yesterday’s croissants,
disgustingly stale. He took them onto the foredeck to eat. Peering over the
rail, he saw the vessel had grounded at high tide; there was little depth of water amidships now. The bow was wedged snugly on coral; the stern wallowed.
He could see land to the west, near enough that he discerned palm trees.
He was surprised not to see the Princess Nina’s lifeboats drawn up there. As
he watched, there was motion on the beach, a disturbance in the quiet waters within the lagoon. Boats. Small ones. Headed directly toward him.
Squinting across the water, he wondered if he should hide somewhere.
But he remained mesmerized at the gunwale. They were canoes, crude
dugouts paddled by small bronze men. He expected to see beads, loincloths,
bandoliers of alligator teeth. As they approached, he discerned none of that.
The men wore short pants like those popular with athletes; one or two,
ragged seamens’ shirts. Suddenly one paddler pointed at him, turned and
shouted to the men behind. Still he stood.
The islanders fastened their canoes to the ship’s ladder and climbed up,
half a dozen of them. The first man was young; he spoke excitedly to the
cellist in a language he had never heard before. The last man up was grizzled
and tough, stringy like wild turkey meat. His feet were bare, calloused, the
nails ragged. He stared at the cellist for too long.
“Estás solo?”
Should he admit it? Alone, faced by half a dozen savages? He shrugged
and nodded. “Sí.”
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The chieftain chewed on his answer. “Estás marinero?”
“No. estaba passajero.”
“Porqué restas? Guardas la barca?” Why are you here?
Suddenly he understood. If the ship was abandoned, it could be pillaged.
They were here to carry off whatever they could use. If it was abandoned.
His presence was an impediment.
“No. No guardo nada. Toma lo que quieras.” Take what you want.
The bronze man regarded him suspiciously. The cellist felt the rocks,
the pounding surf at his back. He was a poor swimmer. Suddenly he said,
“Ven conmigo.” Come with me.
The chieftain carried the bow case, but the cellist trusted no one to
handle the cello. Once back on deck, he tugged open the ties of the cover
and took his instrument out. The men exclaimed on seeing its polished finish, the color of their own skin, glowing in the sun. On the slanting deck the
cellist had to brace a chair against the rail. He sat and screwed the peg into
the butt of the instrument, wedged it between his knees, took up his bow
and began to tune. The younger men looked at each other and back at him.
One or two hooted in delight. The chief remained sullen, unconvinced.
The cellist drew forth three chords. Then he launched with fervor into
the liveliest fandango he could remember. He had no hat; his skin stung;
sweat poured off him. The youngest man turned to another, grinning, and
began to clap the time, shuffle his feet, chant. Others joined in. All but the
chief, who folded his arms and stood watching. The cellist gave the performance of his life, for his life, and the island men danced.
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Enter the Gods
by Arthur Davis

I stretched my hands overhead. The pressure on the bottom of my feet
eased. I stood in the cool solitude of my bedroom and, as I had done for
some thirty-eight years, bent over again and touched my toes then sent my
arms high overhead as though I were grasping for heaven. Again, the sensation on the bottom of my feet was different, and unsettling.
I held my breath and closed my eyes as I had done so many times as a
child growing up on my family’s farm in rural Vermont. I thought that by
doing so the world, or at least my contained part of it, would return to its
normal state of equilibrium. But hard as I tried, the more I strained for the
ceiling with each cycle, the closer it came to my outstretched fingertips.
I sat down on the side of my bed. I knew it had to be Saturday because
I rarely slept past six-thirty during the week. The tiny black hands on my
alarm clock on the table next to my bed indicated it was just eight. And, if
the lazy flakes of snow falling outside my windows were any indication, it
was still the middle of January.
I lifted one foot, then the other, massaging my soles to flush back some
sense into their misguided nerve endings.
I stood up and decided to try an experiment. If I could recreate the incident, I would then be certain that demonic forces had come into my room
during the night and taken possession of my soul, as if it had some intrinsic
value. I didn’t know what use they might gain from such a frail acquisition,
but it was the only explanation I could patch together.
I glanced up at the ceiling half-expecting Lucifer to be staring down at
me. Then I realized that he, or was it possibly Luciferette, would be coming
from deep within the bowels of Dante’s twelfth circle. My ceiling, like the
rest of my apartment, was in dire need of a paint job. The last time someone
had taken a brush to this place was probably right after the stock market
crash of 1929. I wondered if Lucifer made house calls. “Lucifer & Company:
Painting and Perversion, Our Specialty.” A natural.
“Okay, let’s see if this works,” I said and lifted my right hand high over
my head, then when it was as high as I thought it could go, I stretched it out
another few centimeters.
The harder I stretched, the more the pressure on the bottom of my
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right foot eased. Then, almost without thinking, I lifted my left hand high
overhead and in that one miraculous moment I transcended space and time
and reality as my feet separated from the carpet.
“Holy horseshit,” I groaned.
I hung there, in a state of complete and frightened suspension. I could
call the newspapers. They would think I was just one of the crazies who
swore they had been abducted by aliens, or were gifted with the power to
predict the end of the world. The only thing I could foresee was peeing in
my pajamas. I let both arms relax and immediately dropped the inch or so
onto the carpet and made for my bathroom.
I looked down into the bowl as the liquid remains of yesterday’s foraging

Then, almost without thinking, I lifted my left hand
high overhead and in that one miraculous moment
I transcended space and time and reality as my
feet separated from the carpet.
drained away. How clever it all was. Food went in one end and nonessential
remnants out the other two. You have to hand it to Mother Nature or God,
whoever wants to take credit for creating such a metabolic masterpiece.
Then again, you have to give somebody other than me credit for what had
just taken place. I ventured into my kitchen, boiled up a cup of tea, and went
back to bed and watched the snow pile up on my windowsill. This was my favorite time of the year. I came from a land of deep snow and dark afternoons
and, though I now made my living, such as it was in New York City, my heart
was never far from the roots of its ancestral happiness.
I heard movement coming from the apartment above. Edward and
Maureen Logan lived above me on the eighth floor of our ten-story, pre-war
building on the Upper West Side of Manhattan. They were new to the building and seemed nice enough. At least they didn’t keep me up until all hours
humping each other’s brains out like their predecessors.
“What to do? What to do? What to do?” I said sipping at the scalding
brew. “Maybe I can make it a fraction more.”
I found talking to myself a soothing and, as a writer, a highly productive
habit. By repeating aloud the lines of the characters I developed an ear for
what sounded real and what was unconvincing. I jumped out of bed, readied
my body for the trial.
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“You stay right there and I’ll come and get you,” I announced confidently to the ceiling.
I tried to picture myself touching the ceiling, something a man five-foot
ten rarely contemplates. I closed my eyes in order to focus my concentration, raised both hands as far as they would reach overhead, and stretched
until the pressure in my shoulders became intolerable. I tried to squeeze
another half inch out of my frame, and then another as the joints from my
fingers to my toes separated to their limit.
I opened my eyes and looked up. The tips of my fingers seemed as far
away from the ceiling as they had when I began. I was relieved and equally
disappointed. I thought I had passed through the barriers that separated the
natural from supernatural. I thought I had pierced though the fabric of time
and was on the verge of becoming someone special.
I was so preoccupied with looking up that I neglected to glance down.
If I pointed my toes down as hard as possible, I doubt that I could have
reached the carpet that lay in the shadows of my feet.
A satisfying grin broke from the unshaven shadows of my face.
I slowly dropped my arms, but remained suspended about five inches
above my bedroom floor. “Okay you ass, now how are you going to get
down?” I pictured my girlfriend Beth coming over at noon and finding me
hanging here in mid-air.
“I see you’ve had too much caffeine,” she might suggest as she inspected
my airborne adroitness.
“I was bored so I thought I’d just hang around up here for a while.”
“So, you don’t mind if I hang out here until you decide to come down?”
“No. Certainly not. I think it’s important that we hang together today.”
“You know, when you first called me for a date, I should have hung up
on you.”
Unforgiving, I declared, “That one doesn’t count.”
Here Beth would stamp her feet in mock protest. “Of course it does.”
“It only counts if I say it counts.”
“And why is that?”
“Because this is my hang-out.”
“Gag. I give up.”
Having exhausted my interest in mentally sparring with her, I was now
eager for a more erotic duel. “You know, you could come closer.”
“Is it safe?”
“Was it ever safe?”
“Good point,” she said, taking off her gloves and leather coat and tossing
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them onto my bed. She walked around me twice before convincing herself
that it wasn’t one of my more exotic ploys. “You’re floating in mid-air. You
know that?”
Beth was already five inches shorter than I was. With an added five
inches, I was now almost a full foot taller than this very pretty brunette. I
always wanted to be tall enough to play professional basketball. Now I had
some sense of how basketball players related to their much smaller girlfriends. Frankly, it wasn’t as exciting as I thought it would be. But there was
a moment when I wanted Beth to slip her hand into the opening in the front
of my pajamas.
“Are you planning to spend the day up there or are we going to brunch
with my sister? The one with the angel who wants to meet you. Remember?”
“Oh, that sister.”
“Yeah, that one. Considering her enthusiasm I don’t think it would be a
good idea to stand her up.”
I glanced down at my toes once more, and then up at the ceiling, then
back down at the vision of Beth that had disappeared with the same haste as
it had materialized. The clock on my end table now read ten after nine.
Once again I raised my arms overhead and stretched them out until I
had extended my fingers as far as they could go. This time the process was
easier. Before I had even begun to strain myself, I could feel the distance
growing from my feet to the floor below. I tried once more with all my
conviction and sailed up to the ceiling until my fingertips made contact with
what might as well have been the surface of another planet.
I heard a woman’s voice on the other side of my ceiling. I knew Edward
and Maureen were out of town because I had seen them get into a cab with
overnight bags as I came into the building Thursday night.
“Thomas?”
I wanted to respond but was frightened that if I spoke or moved or
blinked I would surely break the spell and fall.
“Is that you, Thomas?” she asked, now with insistence and concern in
her voice.
There was an appealing, tender familiarity about her. I wanted to hear
her call out my name again. “Who?”
“Thomas?”
My imagination went into overdrive. I pictured a breathtakingly exotic
brunette beauty. A curvy intellectual who cooked and baked brownies in her
spare time when she wasn’t busy laughing at my insane jokes.
The snow continued falling in the courtyard outside my window. And
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the wind picked up. Maybe brunch would be canceled. But was that what I
really wanted? I had written, “Enter the Gods” in a flourish at the end of the
summer and showed it to Beth. The two-act play was a satire on man’s evolutionary growth, or lack of it, from swamp cell to lofty evolved status as told
through the eyes of a cat, a dog, and a mouse. Beth loved it and sent it to her
sister who passed it on to a friend who had already financed two successful
off-Broadway shows.
Selfishly, I wanted Beth to see me up here, not like some deranged,
possessed crazy, but a man whose powers and presence defied logic and
rationale. And naturally, as would any starving writer, I wanted her to slip her
hand into my fly-hole and take out my cock for a much needed airing.
“Thomas, where did you go?”
“Maureen?”
“No, she’s not here.”
“Who are you?”
“I can’t tell you unless you promise me that you are Thomas
Wainwright.”
This question presented me with a plethora of perverse possibilities.
My first instinct was to say, “He’s not here.” My second was, “He’s gone and
wouldn’t return and if he did he wouldn’t want to talk to you.” My third
instinct was to tell her, “I have taken over Thomas Wainwright’s soul and intend to use his body as a vehicle to take over the world.” Instead, I resorted
to the boring truth.
“I am Thomas Wainwright.”
“Are you really?”
“Yes, the eminent and almost respectable Thomas Wainwright,” I said,
wondering what the voice was up to.
“My name is Grace.” Her voice sounded so clear and close, and I
thought I could detect a slight southern accent.
“Do you know me?”
“Yes.”
I tried to penetrate the thickness of my wood and plaster ceiling with
my potent x-ray vision. I thought it would be cool to look up her skirt from
where I was positioned. However, with my luck she was probably wearing
pants. Just once before I die, I wanted to be able to glance under the skirt
of a beautiful woman. I am a man of modest accomplishments and banal
fantasies.
“I don’t know anybody named Grace,” I said, as the top of my head
brushed against the ceiling. From up here the perimeter of my bedroom
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looked far and distant and distorted. I felt alien, a stranger in my own
domain. The formal dimensions of my dresser, bed, television, chair and
clothes-covered storage cabinets were now frayed and irregular. And boy, did
this place need a paint job.
“Would you like to see me?”
“Sure,” I said half expecting an angel with expansive, iridescent, white
wings and a beatific smile to come floating down into my bedroom.
Slowly, she breached the surface of my ceiling until she was completely
revealed. I lost focus, panicked, and fell, hands and feet flailing into an explosion of pillows and blankets and terror.
My body shook with anxiety. Eyes widened to take in the hovering
phantasm. I thought of running, but my curiosity quickly overcame all other
concerns. It was her size and countenance that made me feel less threatened,
less fearful that I was in mortal danger, or was simply going mad.
“Don’t be frightened,” she said, drifting lower.
What do you say to a four foot high, sixty year-old woman with grey and
black curly hair, wrapped in what looked like a faded, ill-fitting Navaho blanket? She hovered without strings or wings. I was fascinated, and enchanted.
But she was there, and that couldn’t be any sane man’s truth.
“Grace?”
“I scared you. I was afraid I would. I haven’t figured out a way to do that
without frightening the bejeebers out of everybody.”
“You’re an angel? What, who are you?” I said, sitting up in bed.
Grace moved closer to my window. “I love the snow, don’t you?”
“It’s, yeah, okay.”
“Now I know that’s not how you really feel, Thomas,” she said, turning
towards me. “You love dark, drizzly days. You love rain and snow and the
inner peace it brings you.”
“You said 'I know you.' How do you know me?”
“I’ve been watching you.”
“From Edward and Maureen’s apartment?”
“Oh, no. That’s somewhat of an unfortunate coincidence.”
“But you know them?”
“No, not at all. Well, now, Maureen, more than Edward.”
“I don’t understand. You’re not an angel or fairy but you fly around and
pass through solid objects? You’re too small to be a football player.”
She laughed. “Yes. I can do all that and more. Though I don’t know
much about sports.”
Her dark brown eyes glistened with life and kindness. Her face and
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hands were faintly traced with wrinkles that only made her look more
compassionate. There was a creamy softness about her cheeks. It was as
though I was staring up at this creature through the haze of time. I glanced
around my room. Everything looked as it should. But I knew everything was
different. I thought of several questions to ask, then decided on the one that
spoke to the heart of my greatest fear.
“Am I dead?”
Grace dropped a few inches until she slipped to a point over the foot of
my bed. She clasped her hands together. “Yes, Thomas, I’m afraid you are.”
“I can’t be,” I countered courageously, staring down at my toes. I
wiggled them for her amusement and, of course, mine. “See.”
“But you are, dear Thomas. You are.”
“You must have the wrong Thomas Wainwright.”
Grace moved closer. “I know. I know. How wonderful that would be. But
I don’t think I do.” Her voice was sweet. Motherly. Trusting.
“You’re serious?”
“Yes, yes I am. How else can you explain my appearance?”
“I don’t know how to explain it. I don’t care about explaining it.”
“Please try and accept me for what I am.”
“An angel?”
“I am whatever you want me to be.”
“Well, right now I want you to be gone.”
“Yes, I’m sure you do.”
I had written a short story that took place toward the end of the Second
World War. The tale opened with a mother at home preparing lunch for
her husband who was finishing up his chores in the barn on their Midwest
farm, when she noticed the mailman walking past their mailbox toward their
home. In that one moment she knew he was bringing a telegram from the
War Office announcing that their son was missing and presumed killed in
combat somewhere in the Pacific.
The figure of her ailing husband moved toward the mailman. She ran out
onto the porch, called for him, and pretended to faint. The mailman, who
was as portly a chap as the postal authorities would allow, came running, but
not before he sensed the nature of her ruse. As both men helped her into the
living room, he slipped the official document in her pocket as her husband
went for a cold compress. There is no good way to tell a mother or father
their beloved son or daughter is dead. It can’t be done.
“Why Edward and Maureen?”
“Because Maureen Logan passed away only minutes before you.”
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“Death be about me and gone forever,” I moaned to myself as though it
were a passage from a classic Shakespearean sonnet. “Maureen?”
“I know. You don’t have to say it. I’ve never had two like this before. I
feel just awful about it.”
“I saw her yesterday,” I said in more shock that Maureen was dead while
still unaccepting of my own circumstances. “She looked fine.” As a writer, I
know “they” always look fine right before they don’t.
“She returned late last night after dinner while Edward decided to spend
another night with his brother in Connecticut. He was involved in a terrible
car crash hours ago on his way back to the city. When Maureen got the news
she assumed the worst and suffered a heart attack. Just terrible.”
“She’s really dead.” I just saw her. She was no more than fifty, if that.
A small, vital woman with a quick smile and piercing gray eyes. A friend of
mine in the building mentioned he thought Maureen had taught school and
retired as a principal. My mother taught school in Burlington for many years.
She retired last year. She was Maureen’s age. The coincidence made me
uneasy.
“As are you.”
“But how? I feel fine.”
“In your sleep, Thomas.”
“Now I know you’ve got the wrong Thomas Wainwright. I had a cup of
tea this morning, and the floor in my kitchen was cold. Dead men can’t feel
cold or get up and make themselves tea,” I said, a sudden authority on clinical death and the metaphysical hereafter.
“Or fly around their own room and get visited by spirits who can hover
and spin and dash about?”
“Is that what you are? A spirit?” I had never considered that term,
though it does possess just the right balance of religion and mystery.
“You felt cold because you expected to feel cold. That’s part of your
natural response system. Just as it's part of your belief system to reject what
you’re seeing.”
“I’m having a dream,” I said, suddenly relieved. “This is all a dream and
you’re part of it.”
“And when Beth comes through your front door any minute and finds
you cold and not breathing, would you like her to slip her hand into your
pajamas?”
Dampness flushed my pores and enveloped me in a blanket of cold,
genuine dread. I glanced up at my ceiling in the exact spot through which
she floated. There was no mark or fracture in the paint or plaster. “Maureen’s
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dead upstairs?”
“She is.”
“And Edward, too?”
“No, thank goodness. His back was badly injured and there was some internal damage, but he will make a full recovery. The message from the nurse
in the hospital emergency room about the fact that his situation was grave
was premature. They were able to save him.”
“What if I call an ambulance right now,” I said defiantly and reached for
the phone. But when I tried to grab the receiver my fingers passed through

I felt like a thief who was in the process of
stealing the heart and soul of a stranger. And
one whose kitchen put mine to shame.
the plastic housing like Grace had slipped through my ceiling.
“You’re losing those temporal abilities as we speak.”
“If I had known about Maureen when you first appeared, could I have
saved her?”
“Thomas, this is only going to make it worse.”
“You’re telling me I’m dead and now you’re concerned that I’m going to
make it worse? How much worse does it get? I’m dead! Before I could make
tea and now I can put my hand through my phone.”
“Thomas, please.”
“Get out! Whoever you are, get the hell out of my apartment before I
call the police!”
“I’ll leave if you want,” she said, tugging at the ends of her wrap as
though it had suddenly gotten cold in my bedroom. “But I’ll have to come
back soon. It’s my job.”
“The hell with your job! And the hell with you!”
She glanced back out my window at what had become a howling blizzard
and vanished.
I looked around my bed for what I knew had to be my body, that is, if
this wasn’t a hoax or dream or nightmare. The revision to “Enter the Gods”
was on my bed. I wanted to try the phone again but was too fearful that I
was living through my truth and not the fantasy of my estranged imagination. The clock approached ten. I considered turning back my clock, as
though that would reverse the outcome of my life.
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I moved to my television and reached down to turn it on. I stood there
for some time observing half of my hand disappear into the control panel.
I pulled it back slightly then moved it forward. There was nothing I could
do to depress the small red button that would bring the screen, or me, or
Maureen, back to life.
I moved into the kitchen. This time the softness of my living room carpet or stone tiles in my kitchen made no impression on the soles of my feet.
Silly, I thought, I wasn’t even hungry. If there was ever a measure of death,
a lack of hunger, especially for me, was the ultimate barometer of a fateful
passage.
I wondered where Grace had gone. Did she cross over into a parallel
universe, return to heaven, if that as where she came from, as though that
address really existed, or had she never really left my bedroom and it was
only my failure to accept my current reality that made it impossible to see
hers?
Maureen Logan was dead in her bed above me. I thought to go downstairs and wake the superintendent of the building so her body could be
discovered.
The more I thought about the poor woman, the more I felt a change in
my body’s balance. I lifted off the floor of my kitchen ever so slightly, then,
as my concentration and interest increased, elevated myself slowly up to the
ceiling, then beyond until my body passed through the barrier separating
the Logans' apartment from mine. I didn’t feel anything as I breached the
membrane of my ceiling, their floor, and stood with some calculating conceit
in the kitchen of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mulhill Logan.
I felt like a thief who was in the process of stealing the heart and soul of
a stranger. And one whose kitchen put mine to shame. In any case, I wasn’t
getting an invitation to one of their fine dinner parties any time soon. I
walked into their living room and was greeted by a museum of photographs
mounted in frames of every imaginable size, both on the walls and free
standing.
Edward and his wife posed with a host of young and old in photographs
with children, friends, and long lost relatives; on sailboats, football fields,
backyards, and on the steps of a dozen European-looking churches. There
was an abundance of warmth in their eyes and in their embrace. Love and affection were the hallmarks of every photograph, dating back to what looked
like their parents and their parents' parents. I wanted to take in every frame
and moment, but I knew there was another purpose to my voyeuristic visit.
Maureen Logan, her long gray hair covering the side of her face, was
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slumped next to her bed, the phone receiver still embedded in her grasp.
Either she was wearing a robe and pajamas that were a gift from a loving
grandchild, or she was a devoted baseball fan, judging from the team markings and logo on the top of her outfit.
Her face was neither at rest nor contorted in the pain she must have suffered in the crushing blow to her heart. I was terribly uncomfortable standing over her. I don’t know if the dead were capable of taking deep sorrowful
breaths, but I did feel my chest heave.
I drifted down through the floor and into the serene stillness of my own
sanctuary. Beth had let herself in and was standing in shock over my lifeless
body.
“Oh, my God!” she said, slowly placing her hand on my neck. No sooner
had her fingers touched my cold flesh then she quickly pulled away. “Oh,
please no! No. No. No.”
She grabbed the phone and called for an ambulance. Her voice was clear
and steady as she described the shock of finding her boyfriend unconscious
in his apartment. And yes, she told the emergency operator, she would remain at his side until the ambulance arrived and, just as quickly, dropped the
receiver and started CPR.
I knew she had no idea what she was doing as we both had long ago
discussed how we should take the life-giving course. She pushed down on my
sternum and blew air into my mouth as minutes passed and sirens wailed and
until she was covered in a slick of sweat as the paramedics burst through my
door.
She crawled to a corner of the bedroom without speaking or taking her
eyes off them or me. I was oddly flattered. I don’t know why, but I was. She
just stared in disbelief.
“Terrible, isn’t it.”
Without a timbre of surprise or anger I responded to Grace’s comment:
“It’s really me.”
“Yes. I told you.”
“But how can it be me?”
“Honey, it happens,” she said, as would a mother to a distressed child.
“I’m thirty-eight years old.”
“That makes it all the more terrible.”
“What happened?”
“A weakness in an artery in the wall of your heart. You’ve had the defect
since birth.”
“So it was only a matter of time?”
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“You had a slight heart attack two months ago. You could have died
then, too.”
“I never had a heart attack,” I claimed. I could hear the vestige of skepticism rise in my voice. Was it still too late to discover she had the wrong
Thomas Wainwright? There had to be more than one Thomas Wainwright
living in the city.
“It was a silent heart attack. People have them all the time.”
“At my age?”
“Younger.”
Beth got up, walked to the edge of my bed, and lovingly kissed my forehead as the paramedics checked my pulse for the last time and wrapped me
in a blanket.
“It’s amazing they got here in the storm.”
“It’s not an easy job.”
“What’s going to happen to my play?” I asked, as the remains of my life
flooded to the surface of my mind. What about my parents? They always
said the worst thing a parent could do was to outlive their children. What of
my ideas for future plays and stories?
“It’s going to be produced.”
“And?”
“Thomas, do you really want to know?”
“Of course.”
“You will receive critical praise but it will close after a few months.”
“Critical praise,” I noted, as though that made up for everything, including my death.
Beth clutched her chest and wept. My doorbell rang once but she didn’t
move. Her tears wrenched up from the center of her body and wracked her
small frame until she could no longer maintain her composure. She rocked
back and forth, her hands half covering her face. A paramedic called into the
dispatcher and gave them an update.
“Were you the one who called?” one asked Beth.
After he asked her again, Beth managed to nod.
“I’m going to have to take some information from you.”
“He was a brilliant playwright.”
“Thomas Wainwright?”
“Brilliant.”
“What did he write?”
“‘Enter the Gods.’”
The paramedic looked at his companion. “I never heard of it.”
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“You will,” Beth said. “You will.”
“She’s right, you know,” Grace said.
“How come you’re so small?” I asked.
She smiled benevolently. “We all take on different forms.”
“In heaven?”
“If that’s what you want to call it.”
“What form will I take?”
“The one that most perfectly suits you.”
I couldn’t watch Beth suffer, or the paramedics set me on a stretcher. “I
think we should go now.”
“I think so too,” she said.
I took one last look at myself, and then at Beth and the blizzard. “I love
days like this.”
“And you always will.”
“Good,” I said, and let her take my hand.
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"Gin," Says the
Zig-Zag Man
by David Press

*

The Zig-Zag Man sits on a thin lump bunk in his cell, trying to remember
what it is he was trying to remember. The woman who framed him? The man
he killed? The secret password? Where he hid his cigarettes? “Why am I
here?” he thinks, “Is there a way out?”
The Zig-Zag Man sucks in a deep breath. His thin, dark shadow stretches
through the bars.
*
The prison trustee is a snitch. “Don’t trust the Zig-Zag Man,” he tells the
warden. “He’s planning an escape.”
*
The Zig-Zag Man is on the FBI’s most wanted list. He lives a life on the run.
Shaves. Quits smoking. Never wears hats in public. Walmart eyeglasses. A
little basement rhinoplasty from an alcoholic plastic surgeon to assimilate
that Semitic nose. Changes his name to Mickey Transistor. Moves around
moves around moves around. Working as a cabbie in Republican towns.
*
Two hours since lights out. The Zig-Zag Man cannot see his hand in front of
his face. The taps return. T-tap. T-taptap. Tap. Tap-T-taptap. Taptap-T-tapT-tap. Tap. The tapping reminds him of something but he can’t remember
what. The Zig-Zag Man wonders: are these taps real? Are they telling me a
story? Are they telling me the way out?
*
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The Zig-Zag Man looks up and sees the rope snag on the razor wire. He sees
the hemp fibers fray one by one by one by one. He is dangling sixty feet six
inches above the ground on the outside of the prison wall. He sees his life
literally hanging by a…hackneyed metaphor. “Oh fuck,” says the Zig-Zag
Man.

The Zig-Zag Man’s cellmate is Richard Lovelace. “You know, Zig-Zag Man,”
says Richard, “stone walls do not a prison make�nor iron bars�” But before
he can finish, the Zig-Zag Man grabs Richard Lovelace by the scruff of his
neck and the seat of his pants and hurtles him headlong into the iron bars of
the cage. The clang of Richard’s skull echoes through the cell block.
*
The Zig-Zag Man worms his way through a tunnel it has taken him five years
to dig. He strikes a match. The tunnel forks in three directions. “How can
this be?” he thinks.
*
The Zig-Zag Man hears the voice of God. Loud and clear. There is no ambiguity. “Hey, Zig-Zag Man,” sayeth the Lord. “I need you to do something
for Me. I want you to strap on this vest with all this plastic putty in the
pockets?�and go to the most popular pizzeria in Riverwest. Order yourself a
personal size pie with the works. It’s on Me. Oh yeah, and bring a cell phone,
and wait for me to call you. Hey, Zig-Zag Man, are you paying attention?”
*
The searchlights. The sirens. The shots from the guard tower.
*
It is open mic night at the Big Pen. Everybody gets five minutes. You! Huddie Ledbetter! You get five minutes. Huddie does a speedy excerpt from an
inmate favorite.
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ifyouevergotohoustonyoubetterwalkrightyoubetternotstaggeryoubetternot
fightsheriffbensonwillarrestyouhe’llcarryyoudownandifthejuryfindsyouguilty
penitentiaryboundletthemidnightspecialshineherlightonmeletthemidnight
specialshinehereverlovinlightonme
The cons go wild.
*
Calling all cars. Calling all cars. Forking crimes in progress. Be on the
lookout for a number 5 male, maybe a new number, say a 9. Yes a number 9
male. Spotted fleeing the scene on foot. About five-foot-six. One hundred
and forty pounds. Perp is bearded and wearing a do-rag. Irregularly shaped
cigarette dangling from lips. He’s bilking billions from gullible millionaires
with a clumsy Ponzi scam. He’s using a Saturday night special on a Monday
afternoon. He’s giving Ayn Rand her first typewriter. He’s waterboarding
Milwaukee poets. He’s dry humping the Bill of Rights. He’s recruiting a
crew to heist a Monet. He’s selling hot shots to Gil Scott-Heron, he’s shooting up with Anita O’Day. He’s thinking seditious thoughts while crossing
state lines. He’s running stop signs and killing your child. He’s desecrating
the Confederate flag. He’s obviously carrying a concealed oxymoron. He’s
producing infomercials. But wait! There’s more�I SAID, “But wait, there’s
more�” Okay, this is where the reader participates and jots down other
crimes in progress to help create this shimmering matrix of a rap sheet.
He’s______________________________________________.
He’s______________________________________________.
He’s______________________________________________.
He’s______________________________________________.
He’s______________________________________________.
Use extra paper if you need to.
Suspect considered ironic and dangerous. Proceed with caution.
*
The Zig-Zag Man strikes a match. Others have tunneled before him. His
tunnel intersects a tunnel. He turns left. Meets another tunnel. The Zig-Zag
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Man turns right. Comes to a hole that opens to another tunnel below him.
Worms on his belly until he comes to another fork of tunnels. Strikes his last
match. Takes the tunnel less traveled. Belly-crawls through this tunnel that
slopes deeper. The Zig-Zag Man cannot see. He is hopelessly lost. Then the
taps. T-tap. Tap-tap-tap-T-tap-tap.
*
The Zig-Zag Man is carving a bar of soap. Into the shape of a snub-nosed .38.
He soaks a rag with iodine purloined from the infirmary.
*
The Zig-Zag Man is just a patsy. For the Braunstein brothers, Hersh and
Mersh. Mersh is the brains. Hersh the brawn. The Zig-Zag Man is the mule.
He waits at the shipyards for a container. Filled with young women of childbearing age smuggled from Eastern Europe like counterfeit pharmaceuticals.
When his van is stopped, he takes the fall. “One fucking word,” says Hersh,
“and you will never zig-zag again. We have people inside.” The Zig-Zag Man
plays the chump.
*
“Psst. Zig-Zag Man.” It’s Droop Eye Jimmy Pockets. “Wanna know how to
get outta here?” Jimmy looks left. Jimmy looks right. “Gimme three cigarettes,” he says, “and don’t try to jew me down.” He motions The Zig-Zag
Man to come closer. Closer. Droop Eye Jimmy whispers, “Drink cheap
brown whiskey ‘til your eyes turn yellow and you talk to yourself all the
time.”
*
The Zig-Zag Man is in the cooler, in the pokey, in the brig, in the joint. In stir,
behind bars, in the slammer, doing time. In jail, in the Big House, in the
hoosegow, in the clink. He’s being corrected in the House of Correction,
he’s getting jumped in an orange jumpsuit. He’s corresponding with pen pals
from the state pen. He’s incarcerated among carcinogens. They’re cooking
his goose in the calaboose. He’s in with the outlaws, he’s out of the game.
He’s sporting those flashy black and white stripes, he’s dragging that ball and
chain. He’s in the hole searching his soul. He’s serving death. Without parole.
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*

It is hours after lock down. The Zig-Zag Man unravels the hemp yarns of a
cable-stitched sweater. Braids the yarn tight into a thick rope and stashes his
handiwork though a small slit he has cut in his thin lump mattress.
*
The Zig-Zag Man disturbs the peace. He spreads panic. He causes general
mayhem. He chains himself to the library lion. He straddles the lion and
chains his feet together under the brisket. He screams: "THERE’S NOTHING REAL ABOUT REALISM. THERE’S NOTHING REAL ABOUT
REALISM." Mothers cover their children’s ears. From rooftops across the
street SWAT team snipers train the crosshairs of their Thorazine dart guns
on the Zig-Zag Man’s neck.
*
The Zig-Zag Man is in the bullpen. Waiting to be called. The Zig-Zag Man
stares at the pattern of the baloney sandwiches stuck to the walls where they
were flung. Thwack. Another one. Dozens more men mull in the bullpen.
There is one toilet but no one uses it. It is clogged with cheap baloney and
pasty white bread. “This is like purgatory,” the Zig-Zag Man thinks. “How
long have I been here?” One sandwich loses its purchase and slides down the
wall. The Zig-Zag Man sucks in a deep breath. He waits.
*
The Zig-Zag Man presses his lips between the bars of the jailhouse window. He puckers and whistles the secret whistle. And again. He hears the
soft clops of the Zig-Zag Horse. “C’mon, girl,” says the Zig-Zag Man. He
stretches his arm through the bars. With two fingers he grasps a fray of the
lariat. One end is tied to the horn of the Zig-Zag Horse’s saddle. He ties the
other end to the bars of the window. “Pull, girl,” coaxes the Zig-Zag Man.
“Pull.” The Zig-Zag Horse strains.
*
There is a tattoo. On the Zig-Zag Man’s thigh. A complex design that could
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be interlocking swastikas. Or the scars of an alien abduction. Or the glyphs
of a madman. Or a map.
*
The tunnel gets narrower and narrower.
The Zig-Zag Man hits
a dead end. He tries
to turn around but he
is stuck. He tries to
wriggle backwards. He
tries for hours, maybe
days. But he is wedged.
“So this is how it ends,”
says the Zig-Zag Man.
*
The Zig-Zag Man is
staring. At a picture on
the screen of his computer. It is the Morton
Salt Girl. She is not
wearing her trademark
pinafore. Only her patent leather Mary Janes
over frill-top white
socks. And her umbrella. Twirling that hypnotic umbrella. Her body is never
found.
*
There’s a glimmer, a spark, a twinkling white. Could it be? The Zig-Zag Man
thinks he sees the light at the end of the tunnel. But he absolutely refuses to
accept clichés, so he turns left.
*
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Conjugal visit day. Simple black dress. Glossy red lipstick. Mediterranean
olive skin. Benny the Screw shakes his nuts. “Who’s the twist?” he says.
It is, of course, the Zig-Zag Lady. “Show me what you have for me under
your dress,” says the Zig-Zag Man. The Zig-Zag Lady lifts her hem to her
chin. She shows the Zig-Zag Man a crinoline. Over a petticoat. Over a half
slip. Then polka dot panties, pajama bottoms, pantyhose, lace panties, a jock
strap.
The Zig-Zag Lady then reaches behind her back, unzips her dress, slips her
arms out and lets the top fall to her waist. A vest, over a sweater, over a camisole, over a corset. over a bustier, over three nestled bullet brassieres, over
tasseled pasties. Every garment woven from�what else?�hemp fiber.
“You are so hot,” says the Zig-Zag Man.
*
The Zig-Zag Man is playing gin. With Dante the Gator and Doorman Moe.
They keep score with hash marks, but they will settle up later with cigarettes. “Zig-Zag Man,” says Dante, “We know you’ve been trying to escape.
Everybody knows. Don’t be a dummy. Abandon all hope.”
“Listen to the Gator,” says Moe the Door, “No one here gets out alive.”
“Gin,” says the Zig-Zag Man.
*
It comes to him in a waking dream. The secret of how to escape. The ZigZag Man must speak the right words. In the right order. At the right time.
He looks at his watch. The second hand moves up toward the twelve. Five
seconds, four seconds, three seconds. The Zig-Zag Man sucks in a deep
breath. He is ready to utter the first word.
*
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The Extraordinar y
Stor y
by Joachim Frank

I imagined writing a story entitled “The Extraordinary Story of XXX”
where “XXX” stands for the name of a man or woman made up so as to add
color to the story and to generate curiosity in the reader’s mind, such as Ingeborg Helstroem or Levanter Molenstein—the italics are all mine—, and imagine
the story becoming too long to be a short story; that the story, with its cursive and cursory beginning, its entangled side plots, and cursed ends, grows
into a novel, even though, or precisely because, novels are so passé—no longer printed, read, or sold. You might ask why I picked the name Levanter as
an example; well, the answer is I knew a man named Levanter once, and he
was just as shifty and hard-nosed as I imagined the name implies—a name I
chose for its allusion to the name of the province, Levante, that was home to
Don Quixote, and by inference an allusion to the lanky out-of-touch character of the bearer of this name.

As time passes in its insidious unstoppable way, as I’m getting
old and lose interest in writing I keep re-reading what I once
wrote, until in the end I’m defined by the ancient prose which
seems so remote, someone else might have written it—a novel
of my life, past and future, on ruled yellowing paper, DIN A4,
since this is where I come from, from old old Europe.
So this novel grows to a length no longer fathomable to the reader since
the new generation of readers will not get beyond the first ten pages, or
four literary fathoms, at most, as a consequence of the conditioning from
the cradle on, conditioning on the vocabulary and esthetics of the moving
image. This is similar in some ways to the imprinting of gray goslings, only in
this case with the TV or the computer screen as the ersatz mother. It occurs
to me that I can take advantage of the habituation in big ways: I can hide
my most intimate thoughts in the space after chapter 3. It is space so inac-
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cessible; it might as well be on the other side of the moon. The probability
of a reader ever reaching it is 0.001 percent. It will be my secret vault. My
most intimate thoughts are innocent, for the most part, if you subtract the
entirety of the quintessential evolutionary curse, the obsession of man with
woman, with the very idea of it; with her as vessel of his desire, the source
and destination of love, with the incessant thoughts about the serious business of copulation.
But in the process of hiding my innermost thoughts on paper I’m getting old. As time passes in its insidious unstoppable way, as I’m getting old
and lose interest in writing I keep re-reading what I once wrote, until in the
end I’m defined by the ancient prose which seems so remote, someone else
might have written it—a novel of my life, past and future, on ruled yellowing
paper, DIN A4, since this is where I come from, from old old Europe.
Konrad Lorentz was the one, in that Europe of ours, who exposed newly
hatched goslings to his full-bearded face before they had the chance to set
their sights on a real feathered role model. As a consequence they thought
he was their mother. Following him to the end of the world and growing a
beard was all they ever wanted to do. Imprinting is what the behavioral scientist calls it. At the time he started misrepresenting himself to the innocent
fowl in his care, his face looked gruffy, unkempt. His observations made him
win a Nobel Prize. I thought it was unfair to the little birds, to the point
that I thought about the goslings day and night, at least for a while, until
other, more serious injustices competed for my attention. I thought of their
innocence, their unreadiness to peck and to sift the silt for bugs and worms,
and be as mean as the grownups, the geese and, especially, the ganders.
Levanter was also a bastard, so much is sure. It is less well known that
Ingeborg, his sidekick and concubine of many years, plotted his demise for
that entire time, and that it was only her lack of resources, her utter stupidity, that saved him while in the end destroying her.
But it makes me less certain, you see, whether I should write the story
at all.
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